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S A M E N VAT T I N G
Dit proefschrift beschrijft een aantal problemen die voortkomen
uit niet-lineaire uitbreidingen van lineaire systemen. Het bestaat
uit twee delen; elk deel bestaat uit twee hoofdstukken. Het eerste
deel is gewijd aan lineaire systemen met beperkingen op de uit-
gang (d.w.z. een combinatie van ingang en toestand), en het
tweede deel bevat resultaten over lineaire systemen met een scha-
kelmechanisme.
Na een formele introductie in het eerste hoofdstuk, zullen we
in Hoofdstuk 2 het regelbaarheidsprobleem bespreken voor ti-
jddiscrete lineaire systemen met convexe conische beperkingen
op de uitgang. Eerst richten we onze aandacht op het bereik-
baarheidsprobleem en delen dit probleem op in drie gevallen. In
het eerste geval geven we een spectrale karakterisering van de
bereikbaarheid met behulp van onze resultaten over niet-strikte
convexe processen. Dit resultaat is een veralgemenisering van
alle eerdere resultaten over dit onderwerp. De twee andere ge-
vallen zijn echter, voor zover onze kennis reikt, niet eerder in
de literatuur verschenen. Voor een van deze nieuwe gevallen
geven we wederom een spectrale karakterisering van bereikbaar-
heid. We tonen aan dat de tweede van deze nieuwe gevallen
een zeldzaam en pathologisch geval is en dat de klassieke resul-
taten niet uitgebreid kunnen worden naar dit specifieke geval.
We bewijzen eveneens dat voor de eerste twee gevallen de bereik-
baarheid en de regelbaarheid equivalente concepten zijn. Dien-
tengevolge, vinden we zo een bijna volledige karakterisering van
de regelbaarheid voor de tijddiscrete lineaire systemen met con-
vexe conische beperkingen.
In Hoofdstuk 3 bespreken we het regelbaarheidsprobleem van
Hoofdstuk 2 in afwezigheid van de aanname van coniciteit. We
veralgemeniseren de resultaten uit Hoofdstuk 2 en tonen aan dat
de aanpak die we introduceren voor de analyse van ingeperkte
lineaire systemen in dit algemenere geval eveneens extreem effi-
ciënt is. We beginnen wederom met het bereikbaarheidsprobleem
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en beperken ons tot twee gevallen. In het eerste geval laten we
zien dat de regelbaarheid van het ingeperkte systeem equiva-
lent is aan de regelbaarheid van een convex proces en zwak
asymptotische stabiliteit van een strikt convex proces. Gebruik-
makende van de resultaten van Hoofdstuk 2 en van de welbeken-
de resultaten aangaande zwak asymptotische stabiliteit, geven
we noodzakelijke en voldoende spectrale voorwaarden voor be-
reikbaarheid voor het eerste geval. Voor het tweede geval, gelden
de stellingen uit Hoofdstuk 2, mutatis mutandis. Op dezelfde
manier zien we dat bereikbaarheid gelijk is aan regelbaarheid in
deze twee gevallen. We slagen er dus in om een spectrale karak-
terisering van de regelbaarheid voor tijddiscrete lineaire syste-
men met convexe uitgangbeperkingen te maken, welke alle re-
sultaten omvat die voorheen bekend waren over dit onderwerp.
Hoofdstuk 4 is gewijd aan de discussie over de regelbaarheids-
probleem voor tijddiscrete kegelgewijs lineaire systemen. Geïn-
spireerd door de methodes die we hebben ontwikkeld in Hoofd-
stuk 2, kijken we naar hetzelfde probleem voor de combinatie
van convexe analyse en geometrische regeltheorie. Onze benader-
ing behandelt de samengestelde lineaire subsystemen als lineaire
systemen onderhevig aan uitgangsbeperkingen. Hier zijn de re-
sultaten uit Hoofdstuk 2 dus handig voor de analyse. Middels
het construeren van een dualiteitsrelatie voor de verzameling
van bereikbare toestanden voor de samengestelde lineaire sub-
systemen, bieden we algebraïsche noodzakelijke en voldoende
voorwaarden die garanderen dat het convex omhulsel van de
bereikbare set van het tijddiscrete kegelgewijs lineaire systeem
de gehele toestandruimte beslaat.
Hoofdstuk 5 richt zich op het probleem van de linker-inverti-
biliteit voor tijdcontinue geschakelde lineaire systemen. We for-
muleren een nieuw concept van linker-invertibiliteit voor gescha-
kelde lineaire systemen, welke het terugwinnen van het scha-
kelsignaal vereist op een equivalentierelatie na. Vervolgens ge-
bruiken we een geometrische aanpak om noodzakelijke en vol-
doende voorwaarden te vinden die lineair van aard zijn, en dus
gemakkelijk gecontroleerd kunnen worden.
Hoofdstuk 6 van dit proefschrift bevat de slotbeschouwing.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
G
eometric approach to linear systems was initiated in
the beginning of 1970’s. The reason why it is called
geometric is due to its methodology. It treats many
important system theoretical concepts, like control-
lability or observability, as geometric properties of the state space
or its subspaces. According to Wonham,
The geometry was first brought in out of revulsion
against the orgy of matrix manipulation which linear
control theory mainly consisted of.
Whereas the main advantage of the theory is that it works
coordinate free, and hence, successfully captures the essence of
many analysis and synthesis problems. In addition, as Wonham
also pointed out
They (the geometric solutions of the analysis and syn-
thesis problems) are also easily reduced to matrix
arithmetic as soon as you want to compute.
During the period from 1970’s to 1985, which is now consid-
ered as the intermediate period in the evolution of control the-
ory, disturbance decoupling problems attracted much attention.
Today, the treatment of static feedback versions of such prob-
lems are summarized in [34], the classical book Linear Multivari-
able Control: A Geometric Approach, by W.M. Wonham. This was
possibly the first triumph of geometric control theory. A com-
plete theory on the disturbance decoupling problem by the mea-
surement feedback became available around 1980. In this the-
ory, the geometric properties of the matrices appearing in the
system equation played a central role. Especially, the notions of
pA,Bq-invariant subspace and pC,Aq-invariant subspace owned
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the stage. In [32], which is the main reference for geometric con-
trol theoretic concepts used in this thesis, Trentelman et al. point
out the significance of these notions:
These notions, and their generalizations, also turned
out to be central in understanding and classifying
the fine structure of the system under consideration.
For example, important dynamic properties such as
system invertibility, strong observability, strong de-
tectability, the minimum phase property, output sta-
bilizability, etc., can be characterized in terms of these
geometric concepts. The notions of (A, B)-invariance
and (C, A)-invariance also turned out to be instru-
mental in other synthesis problems, like observer de-
sign, problems of tracking and regulation, etc.
However, around 1985, there has been a paradigm shift in con-
trol theory. This post-1985 period is represented by H8-control
problem and its applications to robust control. Since then the
techniques of linear geometric control attracted less attention.
However, its generalization to nonlinear systems, which main-
tains the fundamental ideas but empowers them with tools from
differential geometry, is still popular. Remarkable expositions of
the nonlinear geometric control are provided by Isidori, and Ni-
jmeijer and van der Schaft in [14] and [24] respectively.
In this thesis we apply linear geometric control theory to sys-
tems which arise as nonlinear extensions of linear systems. The
inherent nonlinearity is provided either by imposing a nonlinear
constraint on state and/or input, or by a switching rule. Such
systems generally stayed out of the reach of the classical results
from (non)linear geometric control theory. However, in this the-
sis, we show that linear geometric control theory is extremely
useful in their analysis. The first problem we take up is the con-
trollability problem for constrained linear systems. Then we will
focus on the reachability of conewise linear systems and then the
left-invertibility problem for switched linear systems.
The notion of controllability lies at the heart of systems and
control theory since it was introduced by Kalman in 1960’s for
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dynamical systems that admit a state space model. Its impor-
tance was quickly recognized by the control theory community,
hence today, no matter what sort of system we analyse or which
approach we take, the characterization of controllability is often
among the first questions addressed. The theory of constrained
linear systems followed the same tradition. Early papers on sub-
ject addressed controllability problems for systems with input
constraints. In [5] and respectively in [23] the authors charac-
terized the null-controllability of linear continuous-(respectively
discrete-)time systems with convex input constraints. In [5], the
input set is assumed to be bounded. However, in [23], this as-
sumption does not exist. A unified treatment of both the con-
tinuous- and discrete-time cases was provided in [28]. Although
the author successfully removed the convexity assumption, the
boundedness assumption persisted. Finally, the controllability
problem for linear continuous-time systems with convex input
constraints was studied in [5, 26]. The discrete-time version of
the same problem was addressed a few years later, in [10]. By
mid 1980’s the literature on input constraints problem was vast,
however the analysis of systems which admit both input and
state constraints remained out of reach. Two decades later, the
first characterization of controllability of linear continuous-time
systems with mixed input and state constraints appeared in [11].
The authors Heemels and Camlibel provided a spectral charac-
terization of controllability, when the system is right-invertible
and the constraint set is a solid closed convex polyhedral cone.
In the following year, in [12], the same authors provided a charac-
terization of null-controllability when the underlying linear sys-
tem is right-invertible and the constraint set is either bounded
or a polyhedral cone. Constrained control problems attracted
attention not only among control theorists but also in the con-
vex analysis community. In 1986, Aubin et al. published their
seminal paper [2], where they provide an excellent characteri-
zation of the controllability of differential inclusions. However,
the convex process appearing in the differential inclusion was
assumed to be strict, i.e. its domain was the whole space. Almost
a decade later Phat and Dieu proved a discrete-time version of
this result in [25]. Both of these results were more general in
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the sense that they regarded the linear systems with input con-
straints as special cases. However, strictness assumption limited
their application, as it amounts to having no effective state con-
straint. Moreover, in [27], Seeger showed that if one removes the
strictness assumption, some of the key results of [2] fail to hold.
Therefore, although both schools (control theorists and convex
analysts) made valuable contributions to the problem, a com-
plete characterization of the controllability of constrained linear
systems did not exist.
The characterization of controllability for piecewise linear sys-
tems is known to be notoriously hard. It was shown in [4] that




A´xk `B´uk if cTxk ă 0
A0xk `B0uk if cTxk “ 0
A`xk `B`uk if cTxk ą 0
are undecidable. That is, they have the worst computational com-
plexity possible. There is no single algorithm which can check if
such a system is controllable or not. However, it was proven in
a line of research [7, 8, 6, 9, 31] that it is possible to provide
algebraic necessary and sufficient conditions for global control-
lability and stability of various classes of continuous-time piece-
wise affine systems under a continuity assumption. The key idea
in this analysis is that the zero dynamics of the constituent lin-
ear subsystems are the same due to the continuity assumption.
Hence, one can employ a coordinate transformation in order to
convert the controllability problem for a piecewise affine system
to that of a constrained linear system. The constraints involved
are effective only on the inputs and they are not necessarily con-
vex. However, an attempt to characterize the controllability of
general discrete-time piecewise affine systems using the same
approach breaks down. In their recent paper [35], Yurtseven et al.
attempted applying this approach in the context of controllabil-
ity of bimodal piecewise linear systems and could provide simi-
lar conditions only under certain strong assumptions. The main
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reason for the failure of this approach in discrete-time is that
the controllability of continuous-time systems with non-convex
input constraints is very much different in nature than controlla-
bility of such systems in discrete-time. In fact, it is well-known
that the constraint set can be replaced by its convex hull for
continuous-time systems, whereas this is not possible in discrete-
time.
A switched linear system is a non-smooth non-linear input/
state/output dynamical system whose dynamics is governed by
a collection of linear systems and a set of switching signals that
determine the active subsystem from the collection at a given
time instant. The interest in such systems mainly stems from
their wide variety of applications, which ranges from power elec-
tronics to congestion control and from air traffic control to auto-
motive control. Especially after a particular growth of interest in
these systems in 1990’s, a rich literature dealing with fundamen-
tal system theoretic properties became available. In [1], Agrachev
and Liberzon provided a Lie algebraic characterization for sta-
bility. Later in [30], Sun et al. provided a complete geometric
criterion for controllability and reachability of switched linear
systems. The characterization of observability in [3] is due to
Babaali and Pappas. And the input-to-state stability properties
were investigated by Hespanha in [13]. We refer to the mono-
graphs [22] and [29] for a detailed treatment of these concepts
for switched systems. The problem of our interest, namely the
left-invertibility problem for switched linear systems, was first
addressed in [33], by Vu and Liberzon. By taking an algebraic ap-
proach, the authors provided necessary and sufficient conditions
for left-invertibility of a switched linear system. Their problem
formulation excludes the so-called singular initial state/output
pairs.
The main contribution of this thesis is in characterization of
controllability for constrained linear systems. The chapter fol-
lowing this introduction discusses the controllability of discrete-
time linear systems with convex conic output (i.e. mixed input
and/or state) constraints. The content of this chapter will appear
in [20]. The key observation in the study of conic constraints
problem is that, in this special case, [2] and [11] reach to the
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same conclusion with assumptions of different nature. The right-
invertibility assumption of Heemels and Camlibel is inherent to
the system and has absolutely nothing to do with the constraint
set. Whereas the strictness assumption of Aubin et al. has defi-
nitely a lot to do with the constraint set. In general neither right-
invertibility implies strictness, nor the converse holds. Hence,
there is enough evidence to believe that there must be another
condition which cover them both. The second chapter introduces
a new condition, and provides this unification. Hence, the results
of the second chapter generalizes all results known regarding the
controllability of discrete-time linear systems with conic output
constraints. In fact, it turns out that this generalization is the key
to single out the remaining cases. Therefore, after giving a brand
new characterization for one of these remaining cases, we are led
to an almost complete spectral characterization of controllability
for discrete-time linear systems with convex conic output con-
straints. The only case remaining out of the reach of the results
of the second chapter is rare and pathological. In an example,
we show that the classical controllability characterizations can-
not be generalized to this particular case. In addition, we also
discuss how far the strictness assumption on the convex process
can be relaxed, while keeping the conclusions of [2] and [25] on
the controllability of the convex process.
The third chapter deals with the same problem after remov-
ing the conicity assumption on the constraint set. The results we
presented in this chapter partly appeared in [16] and the full con-
tent will appear in [19]. The reason why we do not immediately
handle the convex (only) constraints problem is two fold. First,
although the convex case naturally contains the (convex) conic
case, the controllability results in conic constraints case is crucial
in the characterization of the controllability in case of convex
constraints. Hence, one cannot treat the convex constraints prob-
lem without handling the conic constraints case first. Second, the
conic constraint case reflects the cooperation of the approaches
of the two different schools (control theorists and convex ana-
lysts) much better. It was this cooperation which led to an almost
complete characterization of the controllability for discrete-time
linear systems with convex conic output constraints. Therefore,
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it is important to study conic constraints first to understand how
natural the division of the problem into sub-problems is. The
lack of conicity in the constraint set unties the last weak bond of
the problem with linear spaces. However, we still manage to gen-
eralize the main result of the previous chapter, hence we obtain a
generalization of all previously known results on controllability
of discrete-time linear systems with convex output constraints.
Moreover, we show that the controllability characterization for
the newly introduced case in conic constraints problem gener-
alizes after minor changes in the main theorems and in their
proofs.
The fourth chapter discusses the reachability of discrete-time
conewise linear systems. The content of this chapter will also ap-
pear in [18]. Inspired by the machinery we develop in Chapter 2,
we carry the problem to the combined setting of set-valued/con-
vex analysis and geometric control theory. Our approach treats
the constituent linear subsystems as linear systems subject to out-
put constraints. Hence, the results of Chapter 2 become handy in
the analysis. By constructing a duality relationship for the set of
reachable states for the constituent linear subsystems, we pro-
vide algebraic necessary and sufficient conditions which guaran-
tee that the convex hull of the reachable set of the discrete-time
conewise linear system is the whole state space. Although not
included in this thesis, we treated a similar problem, namely the
reachability of discrete-time bimodal piecewise linear systems in
[17].
The fifth chapter focuses on the left-invertibility problem for
continuous-time switched linear systems. The results of this chap-
ter were published in [15]. It is the problem of recovering the
switching signal and the input uniquely from a given output
of the system. This intuitive formulation of left-invertibility for
switched linear systems fails immediately, as zero initial condi-
tion and identically zero input would result in zero output re-
gardless of the switching signal. This pathological nature of the
system imposes a novel formulation for the left-invertibility con-
cept. As we mentioned earlier, the same problem was addressed
in [33], by taking an algebraic approach. In order to go around
this pathology, their problem formulation excluded the so-called
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singular initial state/output pairs. In the fifth chapter we em-
ploy a different approach, and instead of excluding such pairs,
we recover the switching signal up to an equivalence relation.
We formulate a left-invertibility concept which is different in na-
ture and take a geometric approach to provide necessary and
sufficient conditions that are linear and hence can be checked
easily.
The thesis ends with the sixth chapter, which hosts the con-
cluding remarks.
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C O N T R O L L A B I L I T Y I N C A S E O F C O N I C
C O N S T R A I N T S
E
ver since introduced by Kalman, controllability has
become one of the most fundamental system theoret-
ical notions. Well-known algebraic characterizations
of Kalman [13] and Hautus [10] for the controllability
of (unconstrained) linear systems are among the classical results
of systems and control theory.
In the presence of input constraints, controllability has been
studied in [26, 4] for continuous-time and in [7] for discrete-time
systems when the input constraint set is the positive orthant.
In the more general context of convex input constraints, con-
trollability and related notions have been studied in [17, 6, 19]
for discrete-time and [18] for continuous-time systems. A uni-
fied treatment of both the continuous- and discrete-time cases
can be found in [29] for the case when the input constraint set
is a compact set containing the origin in its interior. Based on
the foundations laid by these papers, variants of controllability
such as instantaneous controllability and small-time controllabil-
ity as well as the structure of reachable sets for continuous-time
linear systems with input constraints have been investigated in
[5, 2, 3, 30, 9, 8, 14]. All these papers provide elegant charac-
terizations for controllability as well as the related notions of
reachability and null-controllability for input constraints case.
Although controllability has been extensively studied and well-
understood in case of input constraints, it is overlooked to a great
extent in the presence of state constraints. To the best of authors’
knowledge, controllability was investigated in [16, 15, 11, 12] un-
der state constraints either for very particular constraint sets or
with restrictive assumptions. As such, the controllability prob-
lem for linear systems subject to state constraints remains still
unsolved in general. In a way, this is somewhat surprising as
constrained control problems have received a great interest of
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the control community due to the importance of state constraints
in practical control problems.
In this chapter, we focus on discrete-time system that are sub-
ject to conic input/state constraints. Apart from being interesting
in their own, conic constraints form a basis for the study of more
general convex constraint as evidenced by the study of controlla-
bility under input constraints (see e.g. [18]). The contribution of
our treatment is three-fold.
Firstly, the results we present generalize all existing results
and provide an almost complete picture of the controllability
under conical constraints. Indeed, we investigate the problem
for three (mutually disjoint and exhaustive) cases depending on
the interaction between the geometric structure of the underly-
ing system and constraint set. For the first case (investigated
in Section 2.5.1), we provide spectral necessary and sufficient
conditions for controllability that resemble very much the classi-
cal Popov-Belevitch-Hautus conditions for the unconstrained lin-
ear systems. These conditions recover, as special cases, the best
existing results for the controllability under conic constraints
that are provided in [12]. The results of [12] (see also [11] for
the continuous-time counterparts) are valid under assumptions
such as right-invertibility of the transfer matrix from the con-
straint outputs to the inputs and polyhedrality of the constraint
set. The former assumption is rather restrictive from practical
point of view. The results we present for the first case require
neither right-invertibility nor polyhedrality. The second case (in-
vestigated in Section 2.5.2) deals with the controllability problem
when the above-mentioned transfer matrix is not right-invertible
and the constraint set intersects a certain subspace associated to
the linear system only at the origin. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this case was not studied in the literature before. For this
case, we provide again spectral necessary and sufficient condi-
tions but in a different nature than those of the first case. The
third case constitutes a pathological instance for which we do
not provide any results. Instead, we unveil the main difficulty of
studying controllability for this case by means of an illustrative
example.
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Secondly, some of the techniques we develop in this chapter
are applicable not only in the study of controllability of linear
systems subject to conical constraints, but also in the much more
general context of convex processes. Controllability of convex
processes have been mainly studied under the strictness assump-
tion that basically rules out state constraints. Indeed, the seminal
paper [1] provided an elegant spectral characterization of the
controllability of strict closed convex processes in continuous-
time. Later on, Phat and Dieu [21] studied the discrete-time coun-
terparts in the same vein. However, these results are not appli-
cable when the convex process is not strict as shown by Seeger
in [27]. Although [27] discloses an exquisite duality relationship
for the reachable set, spectral necessary and sufficient conditions
do not exist for non-strict closed convex process in general. As
a by-product of our treatment, we provide necessary and suffi-
cient conditions (in Theorem 3) for the controllability of a class
of non-strict (not necessarily closed) convex processes.
Thirdly, we develop a novel framework for studying constrain-
ed linear systems at large. Our framework differs from the typ-
ical approaches taken in the literature. In the earlier work on
controllability [11, 12] as well as feedback stabilization (see e.g.
[23, 24, 25]) for constrained systems, the main idea was to reduce
the output (input/state) constrained problem to a corresponding
input constraint problem by means of a certain canonical state-
space decomposition. Although such an approach is quite useful
in the study of linear systems with output constraints, it deviates
from the coordinate-free thinking of the geometric control theory.
The novel framework we develop in this chapter does not rely
on a particular choice of coordinates and hence is more akin to
the classical geometric approach to linear systems. Also, the new
framework combines the techniques of geometric approach with
those of convex/set-valued analysis and as such paves the road
to tackle constrained systems in a truly geometric way.
The organization of the chapter is as follows. After this intro-
duction, we formulate the problems that are discussed in this
chapter in Section 2.1. Section 2.2.3 is devoted to the notation in
force throughout the chapter as well as basic definitions/facts
from convex/set-valued analysis that are used later in the chap-
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ter. In Section 2.3, we discuss the reachability of non-strict con-
vex processes. After reviewing concepts from geometric control
theory in Section 2.4, we present the main results on the reach-
ability of constrained systems in Section 2.5. This is followed
by the equivalence of reachability and controllability in the two
cases of interest in Section 2.6. Finally, the chapter closes with
the conclusions and remarks on the future work in Section 2.7.
2.1 problem formulation
We consider the discrete-time linear system
Σ “ ΣpA,B,C,Dq
given by
xk`1 “ Axk `Buk (1a)
yk “ Cxk `Duk (1b)
where the input u, state x and output y have dimensions m,n
and s respectively.
Given a convex cone Y Ď Rs containing the origin, we consider
the system (1a)-(1b) with the output constraint
yk P Y (1c)
for all k ě 0 and denote it by pΣ,Yq.
We call a state x¯ P Rn
• a feasible state if there exist tukukě0 and txkukě0 with x0 “
x¯ such that
xk`1 “ Axk `Buk
Y Q Cxk `Duk
for all k ě 0.
• a reachable state if there exist an integer ` with ` ě 1, and
sequences tuku0ďkď`´1 and txku0ďkď` with x0 “ 0 and
x` “ x¯ such that
xk`1 “ Axk `Buk
Y Q Cxk `Duk
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for all k with 0 ď k ď `´ 1.
• a null-controllable state if there exist an integer ` with ` ě 1,
tuku0ďkď`´1 and txku0ďkď` with x0 “ x¯ and x` “ 0 such
that
xk`1 “ Axk `Buk
Y Q Cxk `Duk
for all k with 0 ď k ď `´ 1.
A noteworthy point to mention is that null-controllable states
are necessarily feasible by definition, whereas reachable states
may not be feasible.
Based on this nomenclature, we say that the constrained sys-
tem pΣ,Yq is reachable if all feasible states are reachable, null-
controllable if all feasible states are null-controllable, and control-
lable if it is both reachable and null-controllable.
In this chapter, we investigate equivalent and easily verifiable
conditions for controllability.
2.2 preliminaries
2.2.1 Basic definitions and the notation
We mostly follow standard mathematical notation. When L is a
linear transformation mapping one Euclidean space to another,
we write kerL and imL, respectively, for the kernel of L and for
the image/range of L. Inverse image of a linear transformation
L is denoted by L´1 that is
L´1S “ tx | Lx P Su.
The orthogonal complement of a subspace V with respect to the
standard inner product is denoted by VK. Throughout the chap-
ter, we will mainly deal with the convex subsets of Rn. Closure
of a set S Ď Rn is denoted by clpSq and interior by intpSq. Lineal-
ity space of a set S Ď Rn is the largest subspace that is contained
in S. We say a convex set C is solid if its interior is non-empty.
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We say that a set C Ď Rn is a cone if αx P C whenever α ě 0 and
x P C. The positive dual cone of a set S Ď Rn is given by
S` “ ty | yTx ě 0 for all x P Su
whereas its negative dual cone by S´ “ ´S`.
2.2.2 Set-valued mappings
Let H : Rr Ñ Rh be a set-valued mapping, that is Hpxq Ď Rh is a
set for all x P Rr. The domain of a set-valued mapping H : Rr Ñ
Rh is the set of points where its image is non-empty, that is
domH “ tx P Rr | Hpxq ‰ ∅u.
The graph of the set-valued mapping H is defined as
grpHq “ tpx,yq P Rr ˆRh | y P Hpxqu.
The inverse of H, denoted by H´1, is defined by
pη, ξq P grpH´1q ô pξ,ηq P grpHq.
We say that a set-valued mapping H : Rr Ñ Rh is strict if
domH “ Rr, convex if its graph is convex, closed if its graph is
closed, a process if its graph is a cone, a linear process if its graph
is a subspace.
Given a set-valued mappingH : Rr Ñ Rr, a typical example of
a closed convex process is the dual convex process H´ associated











The invariance of sets under single-valued functions can be
generalized to set-valued mappings in two different ways.
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definition 1: Let S be a subset of Rr and H : Rr Ñ Rr be a
set-valued mapping. We say that S is
• weakly-H-invariant if Hpxq X S ‰ ∅ for all x P S (i.e. S Ď
H´1pSq).
• strongly-H-invariant if Hpxq Ď S for all x P S (i.e. HpSq Ď S).
Note that a strongly invariant set C is also weakly invariant
under a set-valued mapping H if and only if C Ď domH.
The notion of eigenvalue and eigenvector can be generalized
to the set-valued mappings too. We say that a real number λ is an
eigenvalue of the set valued mapping H : Rr Ñ Rr if there exists
a non-zero vector x P Rr such that λx P Hpxq. Such a vector x is
then called an eigenvector of H.
As it is the case with the linear transformations, invariant sets
and eigenvectors are also closely related in case of closed convex
processes. The following theorem reveals this relation and is a
slightly stronger variant of [28, Thm. 2.13].
theorem 1: Let H : Rk Ñ Rk be a closed convex process and
K ‰ t0u be a closed convex cone which does not contain a line.
Suppose that Hp0q XK “ t0u and K is weakly-H-invariant. Then,
K contains an eigenvector of H corresponding to a nonnegative
eigenvalue.
Proof. To begin with, the statement readily holds if H´1p0q X K
contains a nonzero vector as such a vector would be an eigen-
vector in K corresponding to the zero eigenvalue. Therefore, we
can restrict ourselves to the case H´1p0q X K “ t0u. Since K is
a nonzero closed convex cone which does not contain a line, it
follows from [1, Lemma 4.3] that there exists a compact convex
set S Ă K with 0 R S such that each nonzero ray in K intersects
S at a unique point. Consider the set-valued mapping T : S Ñ S
defined by
Tpxq “ SX ty | Dα ą 0 s.t. αy P Hpxqu
for all x P S. For the moment, assume that Tpxq is a nonemp-
ty convex set for all x P S and T is closed. Since S is compact
and convex, it follows from Kakutani’s fixed point theorem (see
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e.g. [20, Lemma 20.1]) that there exists x P S such that x P Tpxq.
From the definition of T , we immediately obtain that λx P Hpxq
for some positive number λ or equivalently K contains an eigen-
vector of H corresponding to a positive eigenvalue. Therefore,
it suffices to show that Tpxq is a nonempty convex set for all
x P S and T is closed. The former readily follows from the facts
H´1p0q X K “ t0u and K is weakly-H-invariant. To see the latter,
let tpxi,yiqu Ă grpTq be a sequence converging to px,yq P Sˆ S.
Then, there exists λi ą 0 such that pxi, λiyiq P grpHq for all
i ě 1. We claim that tλiu is a bounded sequence. To see this,
suppose on the contrary that tλiu is unbounded. Then, the se-
quence tp 1λixi,yiqu Ă grpHq converges to p0,yq P grpHq. This
would mean that y “ 0 since y P Hp0qXS Ă Hp0qXK “ t0u. This
leads to a contradiction as 0 R S. Hence, the sequence tλiu must
be bounded. As such, there exists a convergent subsequence
of tλiu. Therefore, we can assume without loss of generality
that tλiu converges to λ ě 0. Since grpHq is closed, we have
px, λyq P grpHq. Note that 0 ‰ x P S Ă K and H´1p0q X K “ t0u.
Therefore, we have λy ‰ 0 and, in particular, λ ą 0. As such, we
get px,yq P grpTq and thus T is closed.
2.2.3 Difference inclusions with convex processes
Let H : Rr Ñ Rr be a (not necessarily closed) convex process.
Consider the following difference inclusion
xk`1 P Hpxkq. (2)
A sequence tx`u`ě0 Ă Rr satisfying (2) is called a solution of (2).
We define the set of feasible states for H by
XpHq “ tx¯ | D a solution tx`u`ě0 of (2) with x0 “ x¯u.
By definition, XpHq is a convex cone which is weakly-H-invariant.
It is actually the largest weakly-H-invariant set.
For ` ě 1, we define the set of `-step feasible states of H as
X`pHq “ H´`Rr.
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Note that X1pHq “ domH and
X``1pHq Ď X`pHq





However, the equality does not hold necessarily. A particularly
important case is when XpHq “ XNpHq for some N ě 1. In this
case, we say that XpHq is finitely determined. In case H is a linear
process, XpHq is always finitely determined.
We define the set of `-step reachable states of H as
R`pHq “ H`p0q.
Obviously, these sets grow with increasing `. That is
R`pHq Ď R``1pHq





As H is a convex process, the set RpFq is a convex cone. It is actu-
ally the smallest strongly-H-invariant set containing the origin.
Similar to reachable states, we define the set of `-step null-









Convexity of the process H readily implies that the set NpFq is
a convex cone. It is actually the smallest strongly-H´1-invariant
set containing the origin.
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Although convexity and conicity are inherited by these sets
from H, closedness of none of them is in general guaranteed
even if the convex process H is closed.
By definition, one has the following relations among these sets
and those corresponding to the inverse convex process:
NpHq “ RpH´1q, RpHq Ď XpH´1q, and NpHq Ď XpHq. (3)
We say that the convex process H is reachable if XpHq Ď RpHq,
null-controllable if XpHq Ď NpHq, and controllable if it is both reach-
able and null-controllable.
2.2.4 Constrained linear systems as difference inclusions
We would like to use the machinery we developed in the previ-
ous section to study the reachability of pΣ,Yq. In order to achieve
this, we reformulate the discrete-time linear system with conical
constraints (1) as a difference inclusion of the form
xk`1 P Fpxkq
where F : Rn Ñ Rn is a convex process given by
Fpxq “ Ax`BD´1pY´Cxq. (4)




















` t0u ˆ Y
¸
. (5b)
It is immediate that the constrained discrete-time linear system
(1) is reachable/
(null)-controllable if and only if so is the corresponding convex
process F.
Reachability of strict closed convex processes has been studied
by [1] for continuous-time systems and in [21] for discrete-time
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systems. Next, we provide necessary and sufficient conditions
for the reachability of strict convex processes (which are not nec-
essarily closed) in discrete-time.
theorem 2: Let H : Rr Ñ Rr be a strict convex process. Then
H is reachable if and only if the following statements hold:
1. R`pHq ´ R`pHq “ Rr for some ` ě 1.
2. H´ has no eigenvectors corresponding to a non-negative
eigenvalue.
Proof. When H is closed, this follows from [21, Thm. 3.1]. Sup-
pose that H is not closed. Let H˜ be defined as grpH˜q “ clpgrpHqq.
Note that H˜ is a closed convex process and
pH˜q´ “ H´.
We further claim that`
Hip0q˘´ “ `H˜ip0q˘´ (6)
for all i ě 0. We will prove this by induction. For i “ 0, there is
nothing to prove. Suppose that it holds for i “ k. Then, we have`






grpHq XHkp0q ˆRr˘´ .
However, we have`
grpHq XHkp0q ˆRr˘´ “ `grpH˜q X H˜kp0q ˆRr˘´
due to the induction hypothesis and [22, Cor. 16.4.2]. Hence, we
obtain
pHk`1p0qq´ “ pH˜k`1p0qq´.
This has an important consequence. Using the definition of RpHq
and [22, Cor. 16.5.2], we get
RpHq´ “ RpH˜q´. (7)
Therefore, H is reachable if and only if H˜ is reachable. Since H˜ is
closed, its reachability is equivalent to
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i. R`pH˜q ´ R`pH˜q “ Rr for some ` ě 1.




˘´ “ `R`pHq ´ R`pHq˘´
due to [22, Cor. 16.4.2] and (6). Hence, R`pH˜q ´ R`pH˜q “ Rr for
some ` ě 1, if and only if R`pHq ´ R`pHq “ Rr for some ` ě
1. Therefore, the claim follows from the observation that H´ “
H˜´.
In the context of systems of the form (1), this theorem has
limited applicability as it requires the convex process F given by
(4) to be strict. Strictness of F is equivalent to the condition
dompFq “ C´1pimD` Yq “ Rn.
In turn, this condition holds only if the state of the system (1) is
not constrained.
In order to overcome the restrictiveness of the strictness re-
quirement of Theorem 2, we will discuss reachability of non-
strict convex processes in the next section.
2.3 reachability of non-strict convex processes
Our goal is to obtain a spectral characterization of reachability of
a convex process, similar to Theorem 2, under weaker conditions
than strictness.
Let H : Rr Ñ Rr be a convex process which is not necessarily
strict or closed. Let W be a subspace such that W Ď HpWq and
W Ď Hjp0q for some integer j ě 0. Such a subspace always exists,
W “ t0u is a trivial example.
It turns out that the strictness assumption of Theorem 2 can
be replaced by a weaker condition as presented in the following
theorem.
theorem 3: Suppose that there exists a subspace W Ď Rn such
that W Ď HpWq, W Ď Hjp0q for some integer j ě 0 and W`
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domH “ Rr. Then, H is reachable if and only if both of the
following conditions hold:
1. There exists ` ě 1 such that R`pHq ´ R`pHq “ Rr.
2. H´ has no eigenvectors corresponding to a nonnegative
eigenvalue.
To prove this theorem, we will first introduce a strict convex
process associated to possibly non-strict convex process H. Then,
we will show that reachability of H and that of the associated
strict convex process are equivalent. Finally, we will investigate
the relationship between the eigenvalues of these two convex
processes and employ Theorem 2.
Note that W Ď RpHq. Let E : Rr Ñ Rh be a surjective linear
transformation with kerE “W.
Define the set-valued mapping sH : Rh Ñ Rh by
sHpx¯q “ EHE´1px¯q
for all x¯ P Rh where E´1 is the set-valued mapping correspond-
ing to the inverse image of E. Clearly, sH is a convex process.
The feasible and reachable states of the two processes H andsH are related as stated next.
lemma 1: The following statements hold:
1. For all ` ě 1, we have sH`px¯q “ EH`E´1px¯q for each x¯ P Rh.
2. X`psHq “ EX`pHq for all ` ě 1.
3. RpsHq “ ERpHq.
Proof. 1: Note that the statement readily holds when
E´1px¯q X domH “ ∅
as both sides are empty sets in this case. When E´1px¯qXdomH ‰
∅, we prove the statement by induction on `. The case ` “ 1 fol-
lows readily from the definition of sH. Suppose that the claim
holds for ` “ k. Then, we have
sHk`1px¯q “ sHpsHkpx¯qq “ EHE´1EHkE´1px¯q.
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Since E´1px¯q X domH ‰ ∅, there exists x P domH with Ex “ x¯
such that E´1px¯q “ x`W. Then, we get
sHk`1px¯q “ EHE´1EHkpx`Wq.
Note that E´1ES “ S`W for any nonempty set S. Hence, we
have sHk`1px¯q “ EHpW`Hkpx`Wqq.
Since W Ď HpWq, we have
W`Hkpx`Wq Ď HkpWq `Hkpx`Wq.
On the other hand, HkpWq `Hkpx`Wq Ď Hkpx`Wq as Hk is a
convex process. Thus, we obtain
W`Hkpx`Wq Ď Hkpx`Wq.
As the converse inclusion is obvious, we get
W`Hkpx`Wq “ Hkpx`Wq.
Consequently, we have
sHk`1px¯q “ EHHkpx`Wq “ EHk`1E´1px¯q.
2: Note that we have
sH´1px¯q “ EH´1E´1px¯q
by definition. Then, it immediately follows from from the previ-
ous statement that
sH´`px¯q “ EH´`E´1px¯q
for all ` ě 1. Hence, we get
X`psHq “ sH´`Rh “ EH´`E´1Rh “ EH´`Rr “ EX`pHq.
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Since W Ď Hjp0q for some j ě 1, we have W Ď RpHq. As RpHq is
strongly-H-invariant, we get H`pWq Ď RpHq for all ` ě 1. There-
fore, we have ď
`ě1
H`pWq Ď RpHq.
As the converse inclusion is obvious, we obtain the equalityď
`ě1
H`pWq “ RpHq.
Consequently, it follows from (8) that RpsHq “ ERpHq.
To relate the reachability of H with that of sH, we present two
auxiliary results under the condition W` domH “ Rr. The first
one deals with the properties of the feasible states of H.
lemma 2: Suppose that there exists a subspace W Ď Rn such
that W Ď HpWq, W Ď Hjp0q for some integer j ě 0 and W`
domH “ Rr. Then, the following statements hold:
1. sH is strict.
2. XpHq “ X`pHq for all ` ě j. Hence, XpHq is finitely deter-
mined.
3. W`XpHq “ Rr.
Proof. 1: Note that for a set S Ď Rr, ES “ Rh if and only if W`
S “ Rr. Then, we have EpdomHq “ Rh since W` domH “ Rr.
On the other hand, we have dom sH “ EdompHq. Consequently,
dom sH “ Rh, sH is strict.
2: This is true if and only if XjpHq “ Xj`1pHq. The inclusion
XjpHq Ě Xj`1pHq is obvious. In order to prove the converse in-
clusion, let x P XjpHq. Then Hjpxq ‰ ∅. Let y P Hjpxq. Since
W Ď Hjp0q and H is a convex process, we have
W` y Ď Hjpxq. (9)
Then, it follows from W` domH “ Rr that
pz`Wq X domH ‰ ∅
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for all z P Rr. From (9), we get Hjpxq X domH ‰ ∅. Conse-
quently, we obtain x P Xj`1pHq.
3: From the previous statement, we have XpHq “ XjpHq. Then,
it follows from Lemma 1 that EXpHq “ XjpsHq. Since sH is strict,
we get EXpHq “ Rh. Therefore, we have XpHq `W “ Rr.
Our second auxiliary result below establishes the equivalence
between the reachability properties of the convex processes H
and sH.
lemma 3: Suppose that W` domH “ Rr. Then, the following
statements are equivalent:
1. H is reachable.
2. sH is reachable.
3. RpHq “ Rr.
Proof. 1 ñ 2: Since H is reachable, we have XpHq Ď RpHq. This
yields EXpHq Ď ERpHq. It follows from Lemma 1 that RpsHq “
ERpHq and from Lemma 2 that EXpHq “ Rh. Therefore, we have
RpsHq “ Rh. Consequently, sH is reachable.
2ñ 3: Due to Lemma 2, sH is strict. Therefore, its reachability
implies that RpsHq “ Rh. From Lemma 1, we get ERpHq “ Rh.
This is equivalent to W`RpHq “ Rr. Since W Ď RpHq, we further
get RpHq “ Rr.
3ñ 1: Evident.
Lemma 3 relates the reachability of the non-strict convex pro-
cess H to that of sH which is strict under the condition W `
domH “ Rr. In order to employ Theorem 2 to give a spectral
characterization of reachability of H, we need one more auxil-
iary result that establishes a one to one correspondence between
the nonnegative eigenvalues of H´ and sH´.
lemma 4: It holds that XpH´q Ď imET . Further, q¯ is an eigen-
vector of sH´ corresponding to the nonnegative eigenvalue λ if
and only if ET q¯ is an eigenvector of H´ corresponding to λ.
Proof. To prove the first claim, note that W “ kerE Ď RjpHq. This
yields `
RjpHq
˘´ Ď imET “ pkerEqK.
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Now, we claim that XjpH´q Ď
`
RjpHq
˘´. To see this, let ξ P
XjpH´q. Then, there exist ξ0, ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξj with ξ0 “ ξ such that
ξk`1 P H´pξkq for all k with 0 ď k ď j´ 1. Let η P RjpHq. Then,
there exist η0,η1, . . . ,ηj with η0 “ 0 and ηj “ η such that ηk`1 P
Hpηkq for all k with 0 ď k ď j´ 1. Since pξk, ξk`1q P grpH´q and
pηk,ηk`1q P grpHq for all k with 0 ď k ď j´ 1, we have
ξTη “ ξT0ηj ď ξT1ηj´1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď ξTj η0 “ 0




˘´. Since XpH´q Ď XjpH´q, we obtain
XpH´q Ď imET . To prove the rest, let λq¯ P sH´pq¯q for some non-
negative real number λ and nonzero q¯ P Rh. Since E is surjective,
it follows from [22, Thm. 39.8] thatsH´pq¯q “ pET q´1H´ET pq¯q (10)
for all q¯ P dompsH´q.
Thus, we have λq¯ P pET q´1H´ET pq¯q. This implies that λpET q¯q P
H´pET q¯q. Since kerET “ pimEqK “ t0u, ET q¯ is nonzero and
therefore is an eigenvector of H´. Conversely, let λq P H´pqq
for some nonnegative real number λ and nonzero q P Rr. This
means that q P XpH´q. Then, it follows from XpH´q Ď imET that
there exists q¯ P Rh such that ET q¯ “ q. That is, λET q¯ P H´pET q¯q.
So λq¯ P pET q´1H´ET pq¯q and by (10), q¯ is an eigenvector of sH´
corresponding to λ.
Proof of Theorem 3
By Lemma 3, H is reachable if and only if the strict process sH is
reachable. Then, it follows from Theorem 2 that H is reachable if
and only if both of the following conditions hold
i. R`psHq ´ R`psHq “ Rh for some ` ě 1.
ii. sH has no eigenvectors corresponding to a nonnegative ei-
genvalue.
Due to Lemma 1, R`psHq ´ R`psHq “ Rh for some ` ě 1 if and
only if
EpR`pHq ´ R`pHqq “ Rh.
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That is, if and only if
W` R`pHq ´ R`pHq “ Rr
for some ` ě 1. As W Ď RjpHq, this is equivalent to requiring
R`pHq ´ R`pHq “ Rr for some ` ě j. Finally, it follows from
Lemma 4 that sH´ has no eigenvectors corresponding to a non-
negative eigenvalue if and only if H´ has no eigenvectors corre-
sponding corresponding to a nonnegative eigenvalue.
2.4 geometric control theory
In what follows, we quickly introduce some of the fundamental
notions of geometric control theory of linear systems for the sake
of completeness. We refer to [31] for more details.
The controllable subspace of Σ is the smallest A-invariant sub-
space containing imB. We will denote it by xA | imBy. Note that
Σ is controllable if and only if xA | imBy “ Rn.
The weakly unobservable subspace of Σ will be denoted by V˚pΣq.
The strongly reachable subspace of Σ will be denoted by T˚pΣq. The
intersection of V˚pΣq and T˚pΣq is called the controllable weakly
unobservable subspace and will be denoted by R˚pΣq. It is possible
to determine V˚pΣq, T˚pΣq, and R˚pΣq with subspace algorithms
which terminate in at most n steps.
The above concepts from geometric control theory can be de-
scribed using the concepts introduced in the previous section.
Consider the constrained discrete-time linear system pΣ, t0uq, i.e.
the system (1) with the output constraint Y “ t0u. We rewrite
pΣ, t0uq as a difference inclusion
xk`1 P F0pxkq
where F0 is a linear process defined as
F0pxq “ Ax´BD´1pCxq. (11)
Then, we get
V˚pΣq “ X`pF0q “ XpF0q and T˚pΣq “ R`pF0q “ RpF0q (12)
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for all ` ě n immediately from the definitions. Furthermore, we
have
V˚pΣq Ď XpFq Ď X`pFq and T˚pΣq Ď Rn``´1pFq Ď RpFq (13)
for all ` ě 1 since grpF0q Ď grpFq.
In our discussion, the subspace imD`CT˚pΣq will play a cru-
cial role. Hence, we assign a special notation for it
KpΣq “ imD`CT˚pΣq.
This subspace plays an important role in the context of system
invertibility. We say that the linear system Σ given by (1) is right-
invertible if its so-called transfer matrixD`CpzI´Aq´1B is right-
invertible as a rational matrix. The following theorem reveals the
relationship between right-invertibility and KpΣq.
theorem 4: The system Σ given by (1) is right-invertible if and
only if KpΣq “ Rs.






“ Rs and T˚pΣq `C´1 imD “ Rn.
Now suppose that Σ is right-invertible and let z P Rs. Since”
C D
ı
is onto, there exist x P Rn and u P Rm such that Cx`
Du “ z. Moreover, one can write x “ x˜` xˆ where x˜ P T˚pΣq and
Cxˆ “ Duˆ for some uˆ P Rm. Hence, we get Cx˜`Dpu` uˆq “ z.
That is, z P KpΣq and so KpΣq “ Rn. Conversely, suppose that




is immediately onto. Note that
Rn “ C´1pimD`CT˚pΣqq Ď C´1 imD` T˚pΣq.
Hence, we get T˚pΣq `C´1 imD “ Rn.
2.5 reachability of constrained linear systems
In the rest of the chapter, the following blanket assumption will
be in force in order to remove the redundant constraints.
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In what follows, we show that this assumption does not cause
any loss of generality in the context of reachability analysis.




lies in an s1-dimension-
al subspace of Rs where s1 ă s. Then, a suitable output space
transformation leads to the following representation for the con-
strained system pΣ,Yq:
xk`1 “ Axk `Buk (14a)
Y Q C1xk `D1uk (14b)
0 “ C2xk `D2uk (14c)





is solid. Note that
XpFq Ď V˚pΣ2q (15)
where Σ2 “ ΣpA,B,C2,D2q. Consider the differential algebraic
equations
xk`1 “ Axk `Buk (16a)
0 “ C2xk `D2uk (16b)
It follows from [31, Thm. 7.11] that txkukě0 is a solution of (14)
if and only if
uk “ Kxk ` Lvk
for all k ě 0 where K : Rn Ñ Rm is a linear map such that
pA`BKqV˚pΣ2q Ď V˚pΣ2q and pC2`D2KqV˚pΣ2q “ t0u; and L is
an injective matrix with imL “ kerD2 X B´1V˚pΣ2q. Therefore,
we can conclude that the system (14) is reachable if and only if
so is the system:
xk`1 “ pA`BKqxk `BLvk (17a)
Y1 Q pC1 `D1Kqxk `D1Lvk (17b)
0 “ pC2 `D2Kqxk. (17c)
Let W Ď Rn be a subspace such that Rn “ V˚pΣ2q ‘W. Since
pA`BKqV˚pΣ2q Ď V˚pΣ2q Ď kerpC2 `D2Kq
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and B imL Ď V˚pΣ2q, a suitable coordinate change transforms






















Define Σ1 “ ΣpA11,B1L,C11,D1Lq. Now, it follows from (15)
that the system (18) is reachable if and only if so is pΣ1,Y1q. In




may not be solid. However, the di-
mension of the output space for the system Σ1, that is s1, is
(strictly) less than that of the system Σ, that is s. This means that
repeated application of the reduction argument above would
yield a system which satisfies our blanket assumption.
An important tool in our study of reachability will be the dual
closed convex process F´ associated with F which is defined by







To obtain a more explicit and also compact description for the
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An alternative description can be obtained from the other form










X pRn ˆ Y`q
¯
. (19)
Based on these descriptions of the graph of F´, we reach the
following equivalent a bit more direct descriptions
F´pqq “ tATq`CTv | v P Y` and BTq`DTv “ 0u
“ ATq´CT`pD´TBTqq X Y´˘
Since Y is solid due to the blanket assumption, exactly one
of the following three cases must hold for a constrained system
pΣ,Yq:
1. KpΣq X intpYq ‰ ∅,
2. KpΣq X Y “ t0u,
3. t0u Ř KpΣq X Y Ď Yz intpYq.
In the sequel, we will investigate reachability a constrained sys-
tem pΣ,Yq for these three cases separately.
2.5.1 Case 1: KpΣq X intpYq ‰ ∅
Since Y is solid, the condition KpΣq X intpYq ‰ ∅ is equivalent to
KpΣq ` Y “ Rs. (20)
This observation yields a noteworthy consequence:
T˚pΣq ` dom F “ Rn. (21)
To see this relation, note that
Rn “ C´1pKpΣq ` Yq
“ C´1pimD`CT˚pΣq ` Yq
Ď C´1pY` imDq ` T˚pΣq
“ T˚pΣq ` dom F
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Together with T˚pΣq Ď Fnp0q and T˚pΣq Ď FpT˚pΣqq, the rela-
tion (21) allows us employing the results of Section 2.3 in order
to present the following spectral characterization of reachability.
theorem 5: Suppose that KpΣq X intpYq ‰ ∅. Then the follow-
ing statements are equivalent:
1. The system pΣ,Yq is reachable.
2. RpFq “ Rn.
3. Both of the following conditions hold:
a) Σ is controllable.









u “ 0ñ q “ 0.
Proof. 1ô 2: In view of (21), this readily follows from Lemma 3
by taking W “ T˚pΣq.
1 ô 3: It follows from Theorem 3 that the system pΣ,Yq is
reachable if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
i. There exists ` ě 1 such that R`pFq ´ R`pFq “ Rn.
ii. F´ has no eigenvectors corresponding to a nonnegative
eigenvalue.
Note that the second condition is readily equivalent to 3b. As
such, showing that the first condition is equivalent to 3a suffices.
It follows from R`pFq Ď R``1pFq that
RpFq ´ RpFq “ Y` pR`pFq ´ R`pFqq .
In addition, RpFq ´ RpFq and R`pFq ´ R`pFq are subspaces as RpFq
and R`pFq are cones. Therefore, there exists ` ě 1 such that
R`pFq ´ R`pFq “ Rn if and only if RpFq ´ RpFq “ Rn. As such,
it suffices to prove that RpFq ´ RpFq “ xA | imBy.
Obviously, RpFq Ď xA | imBy. Hence, RpFq ´ RpFq Ď xA | imBy.
To show the reverse inclusion, we first assume that
ARpFq ` imB Ď RpFq ´ RpFq. (22)
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This inclusion implies that
imB Ď RpFq ´ RpFq and ARpFq Ď RpFq ´ RpFq.
The latter further implies that
ApRpFq ´ RpFqq Ď RpFq ´ RpFq.
Therefore, RpFq´RpFq is anA-invariant subspace containing imB.
Since xA | imBy is the smallest of such subspaces, we obtain that
xA | imBy Ď RpFq ´ RpFq.
Then, what remains to be proven is the inclusion (22).
Let x¯ P RpFq and u¯ P Rm. Since the non-empty intersection of
KpΣq and intpYq is a cone, there exist xˆ P T˚pΣq and uˆ P Rm such
that
Cxˆ`Duˆ P intpYq and Cpx¯` xˆq `Dpu¯` uˆq P Y.
This implies that
Axˆ`Buˆ P RpFq and Apx¯` xˆq `Bpu¯` uˆq P RpFq
since xˆ P T˚pΣq Ď RpFq. Then, we get Ax¯ ` Bu¯ P RpFq ´ RpFq.
Therefore, we get
ARpFq ` imB Ď RpFq ´ RpFq.
Next, we compare the results presented above with those ex-
isting in the literature in the contexts of input constraints and
input/state constraints.
remark 2: The conic input constraints were among the first
cases handled in the study of the reachability of constrained sys-
tems: see [4] for continuous-time and [7] for discrete-time sys-
tems. One could always formulate the input constraint problem
in our setting by choosing s “ m, C “ 0mˆn and D “ Im. Note
that KpΣq “ Rs and hence the hypothesis KpΣq X intpYq ‰ ∅ is
trivially satisfied regardless of the constraint set Y. As such, the
existing results on the reachability of linear discrete-time systems
with conic input constraints can be recovered from Theorem 5.
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remark 3: Controllability of closed convex processes was al-
ready studied in the seminal paper [1] for continuous-time and
[21] for discrete-time systems. These papers provide necessary
and sufficient conditions for controllability of convex processes
that are strict, i.e. its domain is the whole space. As such, these
results can be applied to the convex process (4) only if
dompFq “ C´1pimD` Yq “ Rn.





full row rank. Then, it follows from C´1pimD` Yq “ Rn that
imD ` Y “ Rs. In turn, this relation results in the equivalent
condition (20). Hence, the hypothesis of Theorem 5 is satisfied.
Consequently, the results of [21] that can be applied to our set-
ting can be recovered from Theorem 5.
remark 4: Controllability properties of linear systems under
convex output constraints were addressed in [11] for continuous-
time systems and [12] for discrete-time. The main assumption in
these papers is that the linear system Σ is right-invertible. In view
of Theorem 4, the hypothesis KpΣq X intpYq ‰ ∅ of Theorem 5
is satisfied. Thus, the results of [12] for conic constraints can be
recovered from Theorem 5.
As the previous remarks show, Theorem 5 covers and extends
all of known reachability results for discrete-time linear systems
with conic output constraints. Although it seems hard to extend
the characterization in Theorem 5 any further, there is yet an-
other case which is still accessible. However, it requires a charac-
terization different in nature.
2.5.2 Case 2: KpΣq X Y “ t0u
For this case, the set of reachable states RpFq attains a direct char-
acterization as stated by the following theorem.
theorem 6: Suppose that KpΣq X Y “ t0u. Then, RpFq “ T˚pΣq.
Proof. Note that RpFq “ T˚pΣq would follow from (12) if R`pF0q “
R`pFq for all ` ě 1. To prove the latter, we proceed with induction
on `.
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For ` “ 1, R1pFq “ BD´1Y. Note that we have imDX Y “ t0u
since KpΣq X Y “ t0u. Therefore, we have
R1pFq “ BD´1Y “ BkerD “ R1pF0q.
Assume that RkpFq “ RkpF0q for some k ě 1. Then,
Rk`1pFq “ FpRkpFqq “ FpRkpF0qq
by the induction hypothesis. Let z P FpRkpF0qq. Then, there exist
x¯ P RkpF0q Ď T˚pΣq and u¯ P Rm such that
z “ Ax¯`Bu¯
Y Q Cx¯`Du¯
Since x¯ P T˚pΣq, we have Cx¯`Du¯ P KpΣq and hence
Cx¯`Du¯ P KpΣq X Y “ t0u.
Consequently, we get z P Rk`1pF0q and thus Rk`1pFq Ď Rk`1pF0q.
The reverse inclusion readily follows from the fact that grpF0q Ď
grpFq.
By exploiting the previous theorem, we arrive at a simple test
for reachability in terms of the set of feasible states as asserted
in the next theorem.
theorem 7: Suppose that KpΣq X Y “ t0u. Then, the system
pΣ,Yq is reachable if and only if XpFq “ V˚pΣq “ R˚pΣq.
Proof. ‘if’: Since R˚pΣq Ď T˚pΣq by definition, it follows from
Theorem 6 that XpFq Ď RpFq, i.e. the system pΣ,Yq is reachable.
‘only if’: Suppose that the system pΣ,Yq is reachable, that is
XpFq Ď RpFq. Then, it follows from Theorem 6 that XpFq Ď T˚pΣq.
Let x¯ P XpFq. Then, there exist txkukě0 and tukukě0 such that
x0 “ x¯ and
xk`1 “ Axk `Buk
Y Q Cxk `Duk
for all k ě 0. The hypothesis KpΣqXY “ t0u forces Cxk`Duk “
0 for all k ě 0. Therefore, we get x¯ P V˚pΣq. This implies that
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XpFq Ď V˚pΣq. Due to (13) the reverse inclusion readily holds.
Thus, we get XpFq “ V˚pΣq. Together with XpFq Ď T˚pΣq, this
results in XpFq “ R˚pΣq.
The conditions of Theorem 5 and those already existing re-
sults which are recovered as special cases of it (see Remarks 2-4)
are akin to the classical Popov-Belevitch-Hautus eigenvector test
in nature whereas Theorem 7 presents conditions that are not of
similar nature. A natural question is then to ask whether one can
device a characterization of reachability similar to that of Theo-
rem 5 also for this case. The answer is, however, not affirmative
as illustrated by the following example.







»–´1 0 00 1 1
1 0 0
fifl
and let the output constraint set be given as Y “ R`, i.e. the set
of nonnegative numbers. The constrained system pΣ,Yq satisfies
Assumption 1. It can easily be verified that






Hence, we have KpΣqXY “ t0u. Then, it follows from Theorem 7







Y` “ R´ ˆ t0u ‰ t0u.
Although a spectral characterization similar to the previous
case is not possible, yet another type of spectral characteriza-
tion involving eigenvectors of F is possible under certain circum-
stances.
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for all ` ě 1.
theorem 8: Suppose that KpΣq X Y “ t0u, the constraint set Y
is closed and does not contain a line. Then, the following state-
ments are equivalent:
1. The system pΣ,Yq is reachable.
2. Both of the following conditions hold:
a) V˚pΣq “ R˚pΣq.









u P t0u ˆ Yn ñ x P R˚pΣq.
This theorem provides more easily verifiable conditions than
those of Theorem 7. However, its proof requires a deeper look
into the structure of the sets XpFq and X`pFq that is summarized
in the following technical auxiliary lemma.
lemma 5: Suppose that KpΣq X Y “ t0u. Then, the following
statements hold:
1. If the constraint set Y is closed, then
a) F is closed.
b) X`pFq X T˚pΣq “ R˚pΣq for all ` ě n.
c) X`pFq is closed for all ` ě 1.
d) XpFq “ Ş`ě1 X`pFq and hence XpFq is closed.
2. If the constraint set Y does not contain a line. Then, V˚pΣq
is the lineality space of XpFq.
Proof. 1a: The hypothesis KpΣq X Y “ t0u readily yields that
imDX Y “ t0u. In view of (5) and [22, Cor. 9.1.2], this implies
that the set-valued mapping F is closed.
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1b: Let ` ě n and x P X`pFqXT˚pΣq. Then there exist txku0ďkď`
and tuku0ďkď`´1 such that x0 “ x and
xk`1 “ Axk `Buk
Y Q Cxk `Duk
for all k with 0 ď k ď ` ´ 1. The hypothesis KpΣq X Y “ t0u
forces Cxk `Duk “ 0 for all k with 0 ď k ď `´ 1. This means
that x P X`pF0q “ V˚pΣq and thus we have
X`pFq X T˚pΣq Ď V˚pΣq.
In view of (13), this results in
V˚pΣq X T˚pΣq Ď X`pFq X T˚pΣq Ď V˚pΣq.
By intersecting all these three sets by T˚pΣq, we finally obtain
that
X`pFq X T˚pΣq “ R˚pΣq.
1c: Note that X`pFq “ Γ´1` pimΘ` ` Y`q. In view of [22, Cor.
9.1.2], closedness of X`pFq would follow if
imΘ` X Y` “ t0u
for all ` ě 1. In order to prove that
imΘ` X Y` “ t0u,
we employ an induction argument on `. For ` “ 1, we have
imΘ`XY` “ imDXY. It follows from the hypothesisKpΣqXY “




P imΘk`1 X Yk`1.
In view of (23), we have
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Then, we have y¯ “ t0u and u¯ P kerΘk due to the induction hy-
pothesis. Since T˚pΣq “ Λn kerΘn and Λk kerΘk Ď Λn kerΘn
for each k ě 1, we get Λku¯ P T˚pΣq. Therefore, we obtain







X pYˆ Ykq “ t0u
and thus the result follows.





If we can show that the infinite intersection is weakly-F-invariant,
the reverse inclusion would follow as XpFq is the largest weakly-
F-invariant cone. Let x P Ş`ě1 X`pFq. Then, we have
x P X``1pFq “ F´1X`pFq,
i.e. Fpxq X X`pFq ‰ ∅ for all ` ě 1. Moreover, Fpxq is also closed
as F is closed due to 1a. Thus, so is Fpxq X X`pFq in view of 1c.
Let 0`pSq denote the recession cone of a convex set S. It follows













˘ “ pBkerDq XX`pFq
“ pBkerDq XR˚pΣq
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for ` ě n from 1c. Let W “ pBkerDq XR˚pΣq. Then, Z` “ WK X
Fpxq XX`pFq is a nonempty, convex and compact set for all ` ě n.
It follows from Helly’s Theorem (see e.g. [22, Cor. 21.3.2]) thatŞ
`ě1 Z` ‰ ∅. Therefore, we get










`ě1 X`pFq is weakly-F-invariant, and it must be equal to
XpFq. The closedness of XpFq is an immediate consequence 1c.
2: It readily follows from (13) that V˚pΣq is contained in the
lineality space of XpFq. In order to prove the reverse inclusion,
let x,´x P XpFq. Then, there exist txkukě0 and tukukě0 such that
x0 “ x and
xk`1 “ Axk `Buk
Y Q Cxk `Duk
for all k ě 0. Similarly, there exist tx¯kukě0 and tu¯kukě0 such
that x¯0 “ ´x and
x¯k`1 “ Ax¯k `Bu¯k
Y Q Cx¯k `Du¯k
for all k ě 0. By summing up the two trajectories txkukě0 and
tx¯kukě0, we get x0 ` x¯0 “ 0 and
xk`1 ` x¯k`1 “ Apxk ` x¯kq `Bpuk ` u¯kq
Y Q Cpxk ` x¯kq `Dpuk ` u¯kq
Since KpΣq X Y “ t0u, we must have
Cpxk ` x¯kq `Dpuk ` u¯kq “ 0
for all k ě 0. Hence, ´Cxk ´Duk “ Cx¯k `Du¯k P Y. Since Y
does not contain a line, we have Cxk `Duk “ 0 for all k ě 0.
Consequently, we get x P V˚pΣq.
Now, we are in a position to prove Theorem 8.
Proof of Theorem 8:
1 ñ 2: If pΣ,Yq is reachable, then XpFq “ V˚pΣq “ R˚pΣq due to
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Theorem 7. Therefore, 2a immediately follows. To show that 2b









u P t0u ˆ Yn.
This implies readily that x P XpFq and hence x P R˚pΣq.
2ñ 1: Note that T˚pΣq “ Fn0 p0q. This implies that
R˚pΣq Ď Fn0 p0q Ď Fnp0q Ď FnpR˚pΣqq.
Then, we can employ the results presented in Section 2.3 by tak-
ing H “ Fn and W “ R˚pΣq. To do so, let E P Rhˆn be a sur-
jective matrix such that kerE “ R˚pΣq. Define the set-valued
mapping sF : Rh Ñ Rh as sFpx¯q “ EFnE´1px¯q for all x¯ P Rh. Then,
we readily have
EXpFnq Ď XpsFq. (24)
From Lemma 1, we get
X`psFq “ EX`pFnq “ EXn`pFq
for all ` ě 1. Since kerE “ R˚pΣq Ď X`pFq and X``1pFq Ď X`pFq



















˘ “ EXpFnq (25)
where the last equality follows from Lemma 5.1d. The inclusions
(24) and (25) imply that XpsFq “ EXpFnq. Since XpFnq “ XpFq,
it follows from Lemma 5.2 that EV˚pΣq is the lineality space of
XpF¯q. In view of [22, Thm. 9.1], this means that XpsFq is closed.
Furthermore, XpsFq does not contain a line since kerE “ R˚pΣq
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and V˚pΣq “ R˚pΣq due to 2a. Note that sFp0q “ EFnpR˚pΣqq.
In view of Theorem 6, we have FpT˚pΣqq Ď T˚pΣq and hence
FnpR˚pΣqq Ď ET˚pΣq. Therefore, we getsFp0q XXpsFq Ď ET˚pΣq X EXpFq Ď E`T˚pΣq XXpFq˘
Ď E`T˚pΣq XXnpFq˘ Ď ER˚pΣq
where the last inclusion follows from Lemma 5.1b. Since kerE “
R˚pΣq, we have sFp0q X XpsFq “ t0u. Now, note that XpsFq is a
closed convex cone, which does not contain a line, satisfies sFp0qX
XpsFq “ t0u, and is weakly-sF-invariant. Assume for the moment
that sF is closed. Then, Theorem 1 implies that either XpsFq “ t0u
or XpsFq contains an eigenvector of sF corresponding to a nonneg-
ative eigenvalue. We claim that the latter is not possible. To see
this, let x¯ be an eigenvector of sF corresponding to the eigenvalue
λ ě 0. Then, there must exist x P Rn and y P Rn such that
λx¯ “ Ey, x¯ “ Ex, and y P Fnpxq. This means that λEx “ Ey, or in
other words λx´ y P kerE “ R˚pΣq. Since
R˚pΣq Ď T˚pΣq “ Fnp0q
due to Theorem 6, we have λx´ y P Fnp0q. Hence, we get
px, λxq “ p0, λx´ yq ` px,yq P grpFnq.
Then, it follows from 2b that x P R˚pΣq and hence x¯ “ 0. Conse-
quently, we have XpsFq “ t0u and thus XpFq “ XpFnq Ď R˚pΣq due
to XpsFq “ EXpFq. Since
R˚pΣq Ď V˚pΣq Ď XpFq
readily holds, we finally obtain
XpFq “ V˚pΣq “ R˚pΣq.
Therefore, it remains to show that sF is closed. Note first that




Since kerE “ R˚pΣq and R˚pΣqˆR˚pΣq Ď grpFnq, closedness of sF
would follow from closedness of Fn in view of [22, Thm. 9.1]. In
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order to show that Fn is closed, we first claim that Fp0q X F´kp0q
is a subspace for all k ě 0. Since Fp0q “ BkerD, the claim holds
for k “ 0. Let k ě 1 and x P Fp0q X F´kp0q. Then, there exists
u P Rmk such that
Akx`Λku “ 0
Γkx`Θku P Yk
Since KpΣq X Y “ t0u, we have`
ΓkT
˚pΣq ` imΘk
˘X Yk “ t0u.
As Fp0q Ď T˚pΣq, we see that x P Fp0q X F´kp0q if and only if















Hence, Fp0qX F´kp0q is a subspace for all k ě 0. Finally, we claim
that Fk is closed for all k ě 1. We will prove this claim by in-
duction on k. We know from Lemma 5.1a that F is closed. As-
sume that F` is closed for some ` ě 0. Let Π : Rn ˆRn ˆRn Ñ




grpFq ˆRn˘X `Rn ˆ grpF`q˘¯.
Note that
kerΠX `grpFq ˆRn˘X `Rn ˆ grpF`q˘
is a subspace and equals
t0u ˆ `Fp0q X F´`p0q˘ˆ t0u.
Therefore, it follows from [22, Thm. 9.1] that F``1 is closed. Thus,
Fk is closed for all k ě 0 by induction.
This case and the previous one provide full characterizations
of reachability. However, there is evidence that they cannot be
extended to the the last remaining case as elaborated next.
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2.5.3 Case 3: t0u Ř KpΣq X Y Ď Yz intpYq
In this case the classical approach of characterization of reacha-
bility in terms of the invariance properties of F´ fails. Therefore,
Theorem 5 cannot be extended to this case. We will illustrate this
with an example.
example 2: Let Σ be the discrete-time linear system defined by
the following matrices
A “ I3, B “ ´I3, C “
»——– 0 0 0´1 0 0
1 0 0
fiffiffifl , D “
»——–1 0 00 1 0
0 1 0
fiffiffifl
and let the output constraint set be
Y “ tpγ1,γ2,γ3q P R3 | γ21 ` γ22 ď γ23 and γ3 ě 0u.
Note that the cone Y is self-dual, i.e. Y` “ Y. The constrained













KpΣq X Y “ tpγ1,γ2,γ3q P R3 | γ1 “ 0 and γ2 “ γ3 ě 0u
As such, this example does not fall into the first two cases. For
the corresponding convex process, we have
XpFq “ tpα1,α2,α3q P R3 | α1 ě 0u
RpFq “ tpα1,α2,α3q P R3 | α1 “ 0 and α2 ď 0u.
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Since XpFq is not contained in RpFq, the system pΣ,Yq is not reach-








for all λ P r0,`8q. In other words, the conditions of Theorem 5
are satisfied although the system pΣ,Yq is not reachable. The rea-
son that Theorem 5 fails to characterize reachability for this sys-
tem lies deep in the relationship between XpF´q and RpFq. Al-
though it was not stated explicitly in the course of discussion,
the cones XpF´q and RpFq are connected through a duality re-
lation XpF´q “ RpFq´ when KpΣq X intpYq ‰ ∅. In the present
example, this relation does not hold. In fact, one can verify that
XpF´q “ dompF´q
“ tpβ1,β2,β3q P R3 | β2 ą 0 and β3 “ 0u Y t0u
RpFq´ “ tpβ1,β2,β3q P R3 | β3 “ 0 and β2 ě 0u.
As such, we have XpF´q Ř RpFq´.
2.6 controllability of constrained linear systems
For linear systems (without constraints), reachability implies (al-
most by definition) null-controllability and hence controllability.
In the presence of constraints, however, such an implication is
non-trivial in general. By employing the reachability results that
we obtained, we can state the following theorem which proves
the equivalence between reachability and controllability for the
two cases KpΣq X intpYq ‰ ∅ and KpΣq X Y “ t0u.
theorem 9: Suppose that KpΣq X intpYq ‰ ∅ or KpΣq XY “ t0u.
Then pΣ,Yq is reachable if and only if it is controllable.
Proof. Sufficiency of controllability is evident. For necessity, note
that RpFq is a subspace if pΣ,Yq is reachable for both cases. Indeed,
it follows from Theorem 5 that RpFq “ Rn for the case KpΣq X
intpYq ‰ ∅ and from Theorem 6 that RpFq “ T˚pΣq. Therefore, if
pΣ,Yq is reachable then RpFq “ R`pFq for some ` ě 1 for both of
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the cases. Now, suppose that XpFq Ď RpFq. Let x P XpFq. Then, the
set F`pxq X XpFq is non-empty. Since pΣ,Yq is reachable, we have
F`pxq X XpFq Ď RpFq “ R`pFq. Let x¯ P F`pxq X XpFq Ď R`pFq. Since
R`pFq is a subspace, we have ´x¯ P F`p0q. Therefore,
0 P F`p0q ` F`pxq Ď F`pxq.
That is, pΣ,Yq is null-controllable and hence is controllable.
2.7 conclusion
In this chapter, we gave an almost complete characterization of
controllability for discrete-time linear systems with conic out-
put constraints. Unlike the existing results, we did not impose
assumptions such as right-invertibility of the underlying linear
system or polyhedrality of the constraint set. We showed that
the existing reachability characterization with those assumptions
can be further extended to the case where the intersection of
KpΣq and the interior of the constraint set is nonempty. We also
formulated two other cases depending whether the intersection
of KpΣq and the constraint set contains only the origin or it is a
non-trivial convex cone lying on the boundary of Y. These two
cases were not studied in the literature before and the earlier
results cannot be extended to them. We provided spectral neces-
sary and sufficient conditions for controllability for the former
case whereas we illustrated the main difficulties by means of an
example for the latter pathological case.
In addition, we provided necessary and sufficient conditions
for the reachability of a class of non-strict convex processes that
are not necessarily induced by a constrained linear system.
The future work could be in different veins. One possibility is
to treat the same problem for constrained continuous-time sys-
tems. However, this would require considerably more amount
of effort, as the techniques of discrete-time and continuous-time
systems would clearly differ. Another possibility is to consider
convex output constraints. As it is the case with input constraints,
the study of conical constraints is expected to play a major role
for the convex case also in the context of output constraints.
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R E A C H A B I L I T Y I N C A S E O F C O N V E X
C O N S T R A I N T S
I
n the study of actual physical systems the constraints
arise naturally. Therefore, a reformulation of some
fundamental concepts of control theory, like reach-
ability, null-controllability, and controllability in the
presence of constraints, is a necessity. In order to improve the
well-established theory of linear systems in this vein, through-
out the years, many authors have considered various different
problems in the field. Among all the valuable work, the work [9]
of Nguyen and [18] of Sontag, which address the null-control-
lability problem; the works [3], [4], [5], and [15], which address
the controllability problem; and the works [12, 13, 14, 16, 20]
of Saberi et al., which address the stabilization problem, worth
mentioning. The earlier works on the controllability consider the
input constraints only. The controllability problem in the pres-
ence of state constraints, was not addressed until the appearance
of [6]. In this paper, Heemels and Camlibel characterize the con-
trollability of a constrained continuous-time linear system which
is right-invertible. They further assume that the constraint set is
a solid closed polyhedral cone.
For constrained linear systems, the reachability problem was
initially treated within the controllability problem. However, it
was discussed in a very limited setting, where only the input con-
straints were considered. In a more general setting, the reachabil-
ity of strict closed convex processes were characterized by Aubin
et al. in their remarkable paper [1]. The discrete-time version of
[1] was presented by Phat and Dieu in [10]. In the light of these
works, in the previous chapter we provided an almost complete
spectral characterization of the controllability for discrete-time
linear systems with mixed input and state constraints, where
the constraint set was assumed to be a convex cone containing
the origin. We divided the problem into three cases and gave
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a characterization of the reachability in two of them. When a
certain subspace KpΣq, closely related to the right-invertibility of
the discrete-time system, intersected the interior of the constraint
cone, we showed that classical characterization of reachability in
terms of invariance properties of dual constrained system can be
extended. When KpΣq and the constraint cone had a trivial inter-
section, we still managed to characterize the reachability. How-
ever, it was shown that this new case required a new sort of
characterization. This led to a characterization of the controlla-
bility for these two cases. The remaining was a pathological case
where the intersection of the subspace and the constraint set was
nontrivial and contained in the boundary of the constraint set.
In general, no characterization is known for this case, and in the
previous chapter, it was also shown that the known characteriza-
tions cannot be extended to this case.
In this chapter, we aim to improve the results of the previ-
ous chapter, by removing the conicity assumption on the con-
straint set. We show that a few of the theorems of the previous
chapter generalize immediately. However, the characterization of
reachability in terms of the invariance properties of the dual con-
strained system is more involved. Not only the conditions are in-
creased in number, but also the hyperbolicity of the constrained
set is crucial. Moreover, the necessity of these dual conditions
can only be guaranteed when KpΣq and the convex constraint
set span the whole output space, which is not anymore an im-
mediate consequence of the fact that KpΣq and the interior of the
constrained set had a nontrivial intersection.
We divide our presentation into seven parts. After this intro-
duction we will formulate the problem we would like to discuss.
Then we will review the preliminary concepts relevant to our
discussion. In the section following this review, we will present
our results regarding the reachability. Then we will provide a
theorem showing the equivalence of reachability and controlla-
bility. After we present the proofs for our results, we will end
with some concluding remarks.
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3.1 problem formulation
Consider the discrete-time linear system
xk`1 “ Axk `Buk (26a)
yk “ Cxk `Duk (26b)
where the input u, state x, and output y have dimensions m, n,
and s, respectively. We denote this system by Σ “ ΣpA,B,C,Dq.
Given a convex set Y Ď Rs containing the origin, consider the
system (26a)-(26b) together with the output constraint
yk P Y. (26c)
We will denote the constrained system (26) by pΣ,Yq.
We say that a vector x P Rn a feasible state if there exist tukukě0
and txkukě0 with x0 “ x such that
xk`1 “ Axk `Buk,
Y Q Cxk `Duk,
for all k ě 0. A vector x P Rn is called a reachable state if there
exist an integer ` with ` ě 1, tuku0ďkď`´1 and txku0ďkď` with
x0 “ 0 and x` “ x such that
xk`1 “ Axk `Buk
Y Q Cxk `Duk
for all k with 0 ď k ď `´ 1.
If all the feasible states of a constrained system pΣ,Yq are reach-
able, then we say that the system pΣ,Yq is reachable.
In this chapter, we investigate the conditions which are equiv-
alent to the reachability of a given system pΣ,Yq.
3.2 preliminaries
This section is devoted to review the notation and basic notion-
s/results from convex analysis as well as geometric control the-
ory.
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3.2.1 Convex sets
We refer to the Preliminaries section of the previous chapter for
most of the background material. Here we will mainly cover the
concepts which cannot be found there.
We will denote the closed unit ball by B. It is the set of all vec-
tors of (Euclidean) norm less than or equal to one in a given
real vector space. If C1 and C2 are two subsets of Rn, then
convpC1YC2q denotes the convex hull of C1 and C2, i.e. the small-
est convex set containing C1 and C2.
Let Rě0 denote the set of non-negative real numbers and let
C be a non-empty convex subset of Rh. We denote the recession
cone of C by 0`C. That is
0`C “ ty P Rh | x` µy P C for all x P C and µ P Rě0u.
The convex set C is bounded if and only if 0`C “ t0u. The interior
of C, denoted intpCq, on the other hand, is given by
intpCq “ tx P C | D ą 0 s.t. x` B Ď Cu.
If the interior of C is non-empty, we say that C is solid. The conic
hull of C will be denoted by conepCq. It is the smallest convex
cone containing C and the origin.
The operation x¨, ¨y will denote the standard inner product. We
define the polar set of C as
C˝ “ tq P Rh | xq, xy ď 1 for all x P Cu.
When C is a convex cone containing the origin, the polar set of
C coincides with the negative polar cone C´ of C. We recall that
C´ “ tq P Rh | xq, xy ď 0 for all x P Cu
and the positive polar cone C` is then the negative of C´. Section
16 of [11] gives an excellent summary of the properties of the
polar sets. We refer to this section for further details.
Another important dual concept is the barrier cone of C, which
is defined as
Cb “ tq P Rh | sup
xPC
xq, xy ă `8u.
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It is well-known that
clpCbq “ p0`Cq´.
The convex set C is called hyperbolic, if there exists µ P Rě0
such that
C Ď µB` 0`C.




For a set-valued mapping H : Rh Ñ Rr, domH denotes its domain,
and grpHq denotes its graph. The inverse of H, denoted by H´1, is
the set-valued mapping defined by
px,yq P grpH´1q ðñ py, xq P grpHq.
If domH “ Rh, then H is called strict. We say that H is convex if
its graph is convex, closed if its graph is closed, and a process if
its graph is a cone.
Let S be a subset of Rh. We say that S is
• weakly-H-invariant if Hpxq X S ‰ ∅ for all x P S (i.e. S Ď
H´1pSq).
• strongly-H-invariant if Hpxq Ď S for all x P S (i.e. HpSq Ď S).
We say that a real number λ is an eigenvalue of the set-valued
mapping H if there exists a non-zero vector x P Rh such that
λx P Hpxq.
Such a vector x is then called an eigenvector of H.
Duals of set-valued mappings will play an important role in
our study of reachability. For a set-valued mapping H : Rr Ñ Rr,
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where Ir denotes the rˆ r identity matrix. Note that H˝ and H´
coincide in case H is a process.
3.2.3 Difference inclusions
Assume that H is convex and 0 P Hp0q. Consider the difference
inclusion
xk`1 P Hpxkq. (27)
An infinite sequence txkukě0 Ă Rh satisfying (27) is called a
solution of (27). The set of all initial states, from which a solution
of (27) starts, will be denoted by XpHq. For ` ě 1, we define the
sets
X`pHq “ H´`Rh, R`pHq “ H`p0q.
We obviously have
X``1pHq Ě X`pHq and R`pHq Ď R``1pHq
for all ` ě 1. The set of all states reachable from origin in finite










However, the equality does not hold in general. A particularly
important case is when
XpHq “ X`pHq
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for some ` ě 1. In this case, we say that XpHq is finitely determined.
The set XpHq is the largest weakly-H-invariant set and RpHq is the
smallest strongly-H-invariant set containing the origin.
The difference inclusion (27) is said to be reachable if
XpHq Ď RpHq
and weakly asymptotically stable if for each x P domH there exists
a solution txkukě0 of (27) with x0 “ x satisfying
lim
kÑ8 xk “ 0.
With a slight abuse of terminology, we sometimes say that a
set-valued mapping is reachable or weakly asymptotically stable
meaning that the corresponding difference inclusion enjoys the
mentioned property.
In the rest of this subsection we would like to give a summary
of the crucial weak asymptotic stability results from [17].
Suppose that H in (27) is a strict convex process. The process
H is strict if and only if H`p0q “ t0u. Moreover, the restriction
of the mapping H` to W “ dompH`q X r´dompH`qs is a linear
transformation. We will denote the largest subspace invariant
under H`|W and contained in W by J.
theorem 10: Let H : Rr Ñ Rr be a strict convex process. Sup-
pose that all eigenvalues ofH` are less than 1 and all eigenvalues
of H`|J are in the open unit circle. Then, H is weakly asymptoti-
cally stable.
Theorem 10 is the discrete-time analogue of a part of [17, Thm.
8.10]. It is stated as a problem in [17, Sect. 8.6]. In the next two
remarks we will sketch a proof of it.
remark 5: First, we note that in [17], the closedness of H is
assumed. As long as H is strict, this assumption is, in fact, re-
dundant. It immediately follows from the definitions that H is
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Since H is a process, one can take µ out of the big parenthesis.
Then, left hand side of the above equation is nothing but the re-
cession cone of
Ť
`ě1H´`pBq. That is, H is weakly asymptotically







This is equivalent to ď
`ě1
H´`pBq “ Rn.
Since H is strict, it is possible to show that rH´`pBqs˝ “ pH`q`pBq.
Then, it follows from [11, Cor. 16.5.2] that H is weakly asymptot-
ically stable if and only ifč
`ě1
pH`q`pBq “ t0u.
If we let H denote the strict closed convex process defined as
grpHq “ clpgrpHqq. Since H` “ pHq`, we conclude that H is
weakly asymptotically stable if and only if so is H.
remark 6: The main ingredient of the continuous-time version
is [17, Thm. 8.9] which is a consequence of [17, Thm. 2.14 and
Lemma 8.3].
Lemma 8.3 of [17] has a discrete-time analogue. It is possible











is a solution of (27) starting from x and converging to zero.
Regarding Theorem 2.14 of [17], a discrete-time version is pos-
sible to formulate too. In Smirnov’s notation, λ0pH`q denotes the
largest eigenvalue of H`. When λ ą λ0pH`q, the process H´ λIr
is onto. Hence,
Ť
`ě1pH´ λIrq´`p0q “ Rr if and only if the strict
convex process pH´ λIrq´1 is reachable. However, this is charac-
terized in Chapter 2. When J “ t0u, the process pH´ λIrq´1 is
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reachable if and only if ppH´ λIrq´1q` has no eigenvectors cor-
responding to a non-negative eigenvalue. But this is guaranteed
by the condition λ ą λ0pH`q. Therefore, we proved: If J “ t0u
and λ ą λ0pH`q, then Ť`ě1pH´ λIrq´`p0q “ Rr.
The discrete-time version of [17, Thm. 8.9] reads
If J “ t0u and the eigenvalues of H` are less than 1,
then H is weakly asymptotically stable.
Now its proof is immediate from the arguments of the previous
two paragraphs, due to the existence of λ with λ0pH`q ă λ ă 1.
Once we proved the discrete-time version of [17, Thm. 8.9],
the proof of Theorem 10 follows easily, since the arguments in
the last four paragraph of the proof of [17, Thm. 8.10] work in
discrete-time mutatis mutandis.
3.2.4 Geometric control theory
Next, we recall the crucial concepts from geometric control the-
ory of linear systems. For details, we refer to [19].
For the linear system Σ “ ΣpA,B,C,Dq of the form (26a)-(26b),
the weakly unobservable subspace will be denoted by V˚pΣq and
the strongly reachable subspace by T˚pΣq. The intersection V˚pΣq X
T˚pΣq is called the controllable weakly unobservable subspace and
will be denoted by R˚pΣq.
As it was already discussed in Chapter 2, the subspaces
KpΣq “ imD`CT˚pΣq and LpΣq “ kerDXB´1V˚pΣq
can be used to characterize the right-(left-)invertibility of the lin-
ear system Σ. Namely, the linear system Σ is right-invertible if
and only if KpΣq “ Rs. Similarly, it is left-invertible if and only
if LpΣq “ t0u. It is also worth noting that
KpΣqK “ LpΣT q
where ΣT denote the dual of Σ, that is
ΣT “ ΣpAT ,CT ,BT ,DT q.
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For a subspace U Ď Rm of dimension k and an injective lin-
ear transformation E : Rh Ñ Rn with imE “ U, we denote
the discrete-time linear system ΣpA,BE,C,DEq by pU,Σq and its
weakly unobservable subspace by V˚pU,Σq. An important sub-
space of V˚pU,Σq is Vg˚pU,Σq. It denotes the set of all initial states
x P V˚pU,Σq for which there exists a bounded sequence txiuiě0
with x0 “ x, and a sequence tuiuiě0 Ă U such that
xk`1 “ Axk `Buk,
0 “ Cxk `Duk.
for all k ě 0.
Having mentioned all the preliminary concepts, we are ready
to present our main results.
3.3 main results
Throughout this chapter, the following blanket assumption will
be in force.





It can be shown exactly like the conic constraint case (see Re-
mark 1 of Chapter 2) that this assumption does not cause any
loss of generality. An immediate consequence of Assumption 2





Our aim is to carry the reachability problem to the setting of
set-valued mappings and derive a characterization by combining
the techniques of geometric control theory with that of convex
analysis. Therefore, as a first step, we reformulate the discrete-
time constrained linear system (26) as a difference inclusion
xk`1 P Fpxkq
where F : Rn Ñ Rn is a convex set-valued mapping given by
Fpxq “ Ax`BD´1pY´Cxq,
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Clearly, pΣ,Yq is reachable if and only if F is reachable, that is
XpFq Ď RpFq.
In the analysis of reachability, we will employ the following two
















Note that these convex processes can be obtained by using the
cones conepYq and 0`Y instead of Y in (28) and hence correspond
to the constrained linear systems
`
Σ, conepYq˘ and pΣ, 0`Yq, re-
spectively.
Not only F, Fcon, and Frec but also their duals will play an
important role in our study of reachability. It follows from (28),










In a similar fashion, it follows from (29a), Assumption 2, and [11,
Cor. 16.3.2] that









If Yb is closed, then Yb “ p0`Yq´. In such a case, we will denote
pFrecq˝ by Fb. It follows from (29b), Assumption 2, and [11, Cor.
16.3.2] that









whenever Yb is closed.
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The dual set-valued mappings F˝, F´, and Fb are closely re-
lated to the dual linear system ΣT and they can be can equiva-
lently be described by
F˝pqq “ tATq`CTv | v P ´Y˝ and BTq`DTv “ 0u (31a)
F´pqq “ tATq`CTv | v P Y` and BTq`DTv “ 0u (31b)
Fbpqq “ tATq`CTv | v P ´Yb and BTq`DTv “ 0u. (31c)
Note that F˝ is a closed convex set-valued mapping but not nec-
essarily a process, whereas both F´ and Fb are closed convex
processes.
Depending on the intersection of the subspace KpΣq and the
convex set Y, we distinguish three cases:
1. KpΣq X intpYq ‰ ∅.
2. KpΣq X Y “ t0u.
3. t0u Ř KpΣq X Y Ď KpΣqz intpYq.
Note that since Y is solid, this is an exhaustive list of possibilities.
We will treat the first two cases in what follows. However, the last
case will not be studied in this chapter. We refer Chapter 2 for
a discussion of this case when the constraint set Y is a convex
cone.
3.3.1 Case 1: KpΣq X intpYq ‰ ∅
We begin with establishing a duality relation between RpFq and
XpF˝q.
theorem 11: Suppose that KpΣq X intpYq ‰ ∅. Then,
XpF˝q “ RpFq˝.
This theorem is a key step in carrying the reachability prob-
lem to the dual world. As a first step towards a spectral charac-
terization of reachability in this case, we will first derive some
sufficient conditions and later on discuss when these sufficient
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conditions are also necessary. A natural sufficient condition for
the reachability of pΣ,Yq is
RpFq “ Rn. (32)
Next, we make the following observation which immediately fol-
lows from Theorem 11.
corollary 1: Suppose that KpΣq X intpYq ‰ ∅. Then RpFq “
Rn if and only if XpF˝q “ t0u.
This corollary provides a sufficient condition for reachability
in terms of the dual set-valued mapping. However, it is far from
being useful for practical purposes. Because, verifying the condi-
tion XpF˝q “ t0u is a hard task as F˝ is merely a closed convex
set-valued mapping and not necessarily a process in general. Yet,
it is possible to provide easily verifiable spectral conditions in
terms of the reachability of Fcon and the stability of F´1rec under
the assumption that the constraint set Y is hyperbolic.
theorem 12: Suppose that KpΣq X intpYq ‰ ∅ and Y is hyper-
bolic. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
1. XpF˝q “ t0u.
2. Both of the following conditions hold:
a) Fcon is reachable.
b) pFrecq´1 is strict and weakly asymptotically stable.
3. All of the following conditions hold:
a) Σ is controllable.









u “ 0ñ q “ 0.
c) Vg˚pr0`YsK,ΣT q “ t0u.









u “ 0ñ q “ 0.
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remark 7: The hyperbolicity condition on Y is needed in order
to provide spectral conditions given in the last part of the theo-
rem. Indeed, even the input constraint reachability problem does
not admit a spectral characterization (see e.g. [8] for continuous-
time and [7] for discrete-time systems) without the hyperbolicity
condition. Note that Y is naturally hyperbolic when it is a cone,
a bounded set, or a polyhedral set.
remark 8: An important special case arises when Y is a cone. In
this case, Y is readily hyperbolic. Furthermore, the cones Y´ and
Yb coincide. As such, Theorem 12 boils down to the sufficiency
part of Theorem 5 in Chapter 2.
remark 9: Theorem 12 reveals why the convex output con-
straint case cannot be solved without studying the convex conic
output constraint case first. Indeed, the condition (2a) requires
investigating reachability under conic constraints even if the con-
straint set Y is not a cone.
So far we provided conditions that are equivalent to the rela-
tion (32) and hence are sufficient for the reachability of pΣ,Yq.
When Y is a cone, the condition KpΣq X intpYq ‰ ∅ is satisfied
if and only if so is KpΣq ` Y “ Rs. In this case, we know from
Theorem 5 of Chapter 2 that the equality (32) is also a necessary
condition for reachability. However, its necessity does not come
naturally when Y is merely a convex set under the condition
KpΣq X intpYq ‰ ∅. We will discuss this in the next example.





















and the constraint set is
Y “ B1 ˆB1
where B1 denotes the closed interval r0, 1s. Since Y is bounded,
it is hyperbolic.
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It can easily be shown that T˚pΣq “ t0u, hence






So KpΣq X intpYq ‰ ∅, however KpΣq ` Y ‰ R2. Moreover, we
have
XpFq “ B1 ˆB1 and RpFq “ p2B1q ˆ p2B1q
hence pΣ,Yq is reachable. However, Theorem 12 fails to charac-
terize this situation, as condition (3d) does not hold. Indeed, we

















It turns out that we need to impose the stronger condition
KpΣq ` Y “ Rs in order to obtain necessity of (32). To elaborate
on this point, we need the following auxiliary result.
lemma 6: Suppose that KpΣq ` Y “ Rs. Then, the following
statements hold:
1. XpFq “ XnpFq. In particular, XpFq is finitely determined.
2. ´R`pF˝q “ rX`pFqs˝ for all l ě 1, and RpF˝q “ RnpF˝q. Hence,
´RpF˝q “ XpFq˝.
3. convrXpFq Y T˚pΣqs “ Rn. Equivalently,
RpF˝q XV˚pΣT q “ t0u.
The biggest merit of Lemma 6 is that (32) is now a necessary
condition for reachability. By Lemma 6.3, XpFq Ď RpFq implies
Rn “ convrXpFqYT˚pΣqs Ď RpFq. Therefore, we get the following
result.
theorem 13: Suppose that KpΣq ` Y “ Rs. Then the following
conditions are equivalent
i. pΣ,Yq is reachable.
ii. RpFq “ Rn.
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iii. XpF˝q “ t0u.
Combining the above theorem with Theorem 12, we obtain a
spectral characterization for reachability of pΣ,Yq.
The next section is devoted to the case where the subspace
KpΣq and the output constraint set have a trivial intersection.
3.3.2 Case 2: KpΣq X Y “ t0u
Similar to the conic constraint set, the reachable set of states RpFq
admits a simple characterization for this case.
theorem 14: Suppose that KpΣq X Y “ t0u. Then RpFq “ T˚pΣq.
Based on this characterization, we state necessary and suffi-
cient conditions for reachability in the following theorem.
theorem 15: Suppose that KpΣq X Y “ t0u. Then the following
statements are equivalent:
i. The system pΣ,Yq is reachable.
ii. XpFq “ V˚pΣq “ R˚pΣq.
3.4 proofs
Before we present the proofs, we would like to prove a few aux-
iliary results, which will turn out to be very useful in the proofs
of the main theorems.

















Note that using these matrices, for the strongly reachable sub-
space of Σ and weakly unobservable subspace of ΣT , one could
write
T˚pΣq “ Λn kerΘn and V˚pΣT q “ pΛTnq´1 imΘTn.
The next lemma collects technical auxiliary results that will be
employed in the proofs of the main results.
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lemma 7: Suppose that KpΣq X intpYq ‰ ∅. Then, the following
statements hold:
1. pF˝q´1V˚pΣT q Ď V˚pΣT q.
2. rimΘ` ` Γ`T˚pΣqs X intpY`q ‰ ∅, for all ` ě 1.
3. F˝p0q X V˚pΣT q is compact. In particular, if KpΣq ` Y “ Rs
then F˝p0q XV˚pΣT q “ t0u.
4. XnpF˝q Ď V˚pΣT q.
5. pF˝q´`pV˚pΣT qq “ rF`pT˚pΣqqs˝ for all ` ě 0.
6. XpF˝q “ Ş`ě1pF˝q´`V˚pΣT q “ Ş`ě1 X`pF˝q.
Proof. 1: This follows immediately from (31a) and definition of
V˚pΣT q.
2: Before proceeding to the actual proof, we note that rimΘ``
Γ`T
˚pΣqs X intpY`q ‰ ∅ if and only if
0 P intrimΘ` ` Γ`T˚pΣq ` Y`s.
However, this is equivalent to
kerΘT` X pΓT` q´1V˚pΣT q X pY´q` “ t0u. (34)
We will prove this latter equivalent condition by induction on `.
For ` “ 1, this is already equivalent to the hypothesis KpΣq X
intpYq ‰ ∅ and hence readily follows.
Suppose that (34) holds for ` “ k. For ` “ k` 1, the set












T˚pΣq ` Yˆ Yk
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then we have
u0 P kerDT X Y´ and pF´qkpCTu0q XV˚pΣT q ‰ ∅.
Hence, it follows from the first part of the lemma that CTu0 P
V˚pΣq. Thus, we get u0 P LpΣT q X Y´ “ t0u. Therefore, the cone
kerΘTk`1 X pΓTk`1q´1V˚pΣT q X pY´qk`1
is equal to
t0u ˆ pkerΘTk X pΓTk q´1V˚pΣT q X pY´qkq
which is t0u by the induction hypothesis. Hence, the result fol-
lows.
3: We argue as follows
F˝p0q XV˚pΣT q “ CT rkerDT X p´Y˝qs XV˚pΣT q
“ CT rkerDTXp´Y˝qXpCT q´1V˚pΣT qs
“ ´CT rLpΣT q X Y˝s.
Now, LpΣT q X Y˝ is compact by the hypothesis of the lemma.
Then, it follows from [11, Thm. 9.1] that CT rLpΣT q X Y˝s is also
compact since kerCT X kerDT “ t0u. The rest follows from the
fact that LpΣT q X Y˝ “ t0u whenever KpΣq ` Y “ Rs.
4: Let FT0 denote the linear process corresponding to the con-
strained system pΣT , t0uq. Then, we have grpF˝q Ď grpFT0 q. This
means that XnpF˝q Ď XnpFT0 q. It follows from [19, Thm. 7.12] that
V˚pΣT q “ XpFT0 q “ XnpFT0 q. Hence, the result holds.
5: We first claim that
F`pT˚pΣqq “ Λn``Θ´1n``pY` ˆ t0uq (35)
for all ` ě 0. We prove this statement by induction on `.
For ` “ 0, this follows from the definition of T˚pΣq. Suppose
that (35) holds for ` “ k. For ` “ k` 1, we have
Fk`1pT˚pΣqq “ FpFkpT˚pΣqqq
“ tAx`Bu | x P Λn`kΘ´1n`kpYk ˆ t0uq
and Cx`Du P Yu
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by the induction hypothesis and the definition of F. That is,
Fk`1pT˚pΣqq “ tAΛn`ku¯`Bu | Θn`ku¯ “ Yk ˆ t0u








“ Λn`k`1Θ´1n`k`1pYk`1 ˆ t0uq.
This proves (35) by induction. For the rest, note first that one







Then it follows from the second part of the lemma and [11, Cor.
16.3.2] that
rF`pT˚pΣqqs˝ “ pΛTn``q´1ΘTn``rpY˝q` ˆRnss.
However, the right hand side is nothing but pF˝q´`pV˚pΣT q.

















It follows from the fourth part of the lemma that
X``npF˝q Ď pF˝q´`V˚pΣT q
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In order to prove the reverse inclusion, we will show that the infi-
nite intersection is weakly-F˝-invariant. This would imply (37) as
XpF˝q is the largest weakly-F˝-invariant set. Let q be an element
of
Ş








F˝pqqX pF˝q´`V˚pΣT q˘‰∅. (39)
Define Z` “ F˝pqq X pF˝q´`V˚pΣT q. Since q P pF˝q´`V˚pΣT q for
all ` ě 1, the set Z` is non-empty. It follows from the fifth part
of the lemma that Z``1 Ď Z` for all ` ě 1. This means that
(39) follows from Helly’s Theorem, [11, Cor. 21.3.2] if each Z`
is a compact convex set. Convexity of Z` is obvious. Next, we
show that it is compact. As grpF˝q is closed, F˝pqq is also closed.
By the fifth part of this lemma, the set pF˝q´`V˚pΣT q is closed
too. Hence Z` is closed for all ` ě 1. Due to first part of this
lemma, we have pF˝q´`V˚pΣT q Ď V˚pΣT q for all ` ě 1. So we
have Z` Ď V˚pΣT q and F˝pqq X V˚pΣT q ‰ ∅. We further claim
that F˝pqq XV˚pΣT q is bounded. In order to see this, suppose on
the contrary that F˝pqq X V˚pΣT q is unbounded. Then there ex-
ists an unbounded sequence txiuiě0 Ă F˝pqq X V˚pΣT q. So that
pq, xiq P grpF˝q X pV˚pΣT q ˆV˚pΣT qq. Let α P r1,8q. After replac-
ing with a subsequence if necessary, }xi} ą α for all i ě 0 and
tp α}xi}q, α}xi}xiqu converges to p0, x¯q P grpF˝q X pV˚pΣT q ˆV˚pΣT qq
with }x¯} “ α. Since α can be arbitrarily large, this contradicts the
third part of this lemma. Hence, Z` is compact for all ` ě 1.
Now we are ready to prove the main results.
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3.4.1 Proof of Theorem 11












is immediate. Therefore, it remains to prove the reverse inclusion.
Note that T˚pΣq Ď RnpFq. Then, we have
F`pT˚pΣqq Ď R``npFq






Then, (40) follows from the fact that
Ť
`ě1 Rn``pFq “ RpFq. Dual-
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3.4.2 Proof of Theorem 12
1ñ 3: As Y´ Ď Y˝, (3a) and (3b) readily follow. To show that (3c)










for some λ P r0, 1s. Then, there exist tviuiě0 P Yb and a bounded
tqiuiě0 Ă Rn with q0 “ q such that
qi`1 “ ATqi ´CTvi
0 “ BTqi ´DTvi




is injective, tviuiě0 must be bounded
too. In view of hyperbolicity of Y, there must exist µ P p0, 1s such
that tµviuiě0 Ď Y˝. This means that tµqiuiě0 is contained in
XpF˝q. Since XpF˝q “ t0u, we get qi “ 0 for all i ě 0.
3ñ 2: Since we have pFconq´ “ F´, it follows from Theorem 5
of Chapter 2 that (3a) and (3b) imply that Fcon is reachable. Next,
we will show that (3c) and (3d) imply strictness and weak asymp-
totic stability of pFrecq´1.
Since Y is hyperbolic, Yb is closed. Hence, pF´1rec q` “ pFbq´1.
Moreover, pFbq´1 is closed and by (3d), pFbq´1p0q “ t0u. Equiva-
lently, F´1rec is strict.
For the weak asymptotic stability of pFrecq´1, we will employ
Theorem 10. The condition (3d) immediately implies that all
eigenvalues of pFbq´1 are less than 1. Let
W “ impFbq X r´ impFbqs.
Since pFbq´1p0q “ t0u, the restriction of pFbq´1 to W is a lin-
ear map. Let J Ď W be the largest subspace invariant under
pFbq´1|W. We would like to show that all eigenvalues of the lin-
ear map Γ “ pFbq´1|J are in the open unit circle. Suppose on
the contrary that Γ has eigenvalues outside the open unit circle.
Since J is Γ invariant, one can then decompose J into two sub-
spaces J1 and J2 ‰ t0u such that J “ J1‘ J2 where Γ |J1 has only
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eigenvalues in the open unit circle and Γ¯ “ Γ |J2 has only eigen-
values outside the open unit circle. Note that Γ¯ : J2 Ñ J2 is an
isomorphism. Hence, Γ¯´1 : J2 Ñ J2 is also an isomorphism with
eigenvalues in the closed unit circle. Then, qk`1 P Γ¯´1pqkq has
at least one bounded trajectory. However, this contradicts (3c) as
we have










Therefore, J2 “ t0u and the hypothesis of Theorem 10 is satis-
fied. Consequently, Theorem 10 implies that pFrecq´1 is weakly
asymptotically stable.
2ñ 1: If Fcon is reachable, then RpFconq “ Rn, by Theorem 5 of
Chapter 2. In particular, we have R`pFconq “ Rn for some ` ě 1
since Fcon is a process. Then, we get 0 P intpR`pFqq for the same `.
In other words, there exists a non-negative real number µ such
that µB Ď RpFq. Since grpFrecq Ď grpFq, we haveď
`ě1
F`recpµBq Ď RpFq. (41)
However, the left hand side of (41) is Rn since pFrecq´1 is strict
and weakly asymptotically stable. Hence, RpFq “ Rn. Then, the
result follows from Theorem 11.
3.4.3 Proof of Lemma 6
1: From the definitions of XnpFq and XpFq, we already know that
XpFq Ď XnpFq and XpFq is the largest weakly-F-invariant con-
vex set. Therefore, it is enough to show that XnpFq is weakly-F-
invariant. This is equivalent to proving XnpFq “ Xn`1pFq. A pri-
ori we have XnpFq Ě Xn`1pFq. To prove the reverse inclusion, let
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x P XnpFq. Then, there exist x0, x1, . . . , xn and u0,u1, . . . ,un´1
such that x0 “ x and
xi`1 “ Axi `Bui
Y Q Cxi `Dui
for all i with 0 ď i ď n´ 1. Since KpΣq ` Y “ Rs, there exists
x¯ P T˚pΣq, u P Rm and y P Y such that
´Cx¯´Du` y “ Cxn.
In other words, we have
Cpxn ` x¯q `Du P Y. (42)
Since x¯ P T˚pΣq, there exist
x¯0, x¯1, . . . , x¯n and u¯0, u¯1, . . . , u¯n´1
such that x¯0 “ 0, x¯n “ x¯, and
x¯i`1 “ Ax¯i `Bu¯i
0 “ Cx¯i `Du¯i
for all i with 0 ď i ď n´ 1. This means that we get xn ` x¯ P
Fnpxq by starting from x and applying the sequence of inputs
tui ` u¯iu0ďiďn´1. Then, the relation (42) implies x P Xn`1pFq.
Consequently, XnpFq “ Xn`1pFq and the result follows.
2: Using the matrices in (33), we write
X`pFq“Γ´1` rimΘ` ` Y`s and R`pF˝q“ΓT` rkerΘT` X p´Y˝q`s.
Then, we obtain
rX`pFqs˝ “ ´R`pF˝q
from Lemma 7.2 and [11, Cor. 16.3.2]. The rest follows immedi-
ately from the first part of this lemma.
3: Using the second part of this lemma, we observe that`
convrXpFq Y T˚pΣqs˘˝ “ XpFq˝ XV˚pΣT q
“ ´rRpF˝q XV˚pΣT qs.
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From Lemma 7.3, we have F˝p0q X V˚pΣT q “ t0u. Then, we must
have RpF˝q X V˚pΣT q “ t0u too since otherwise we would have
pF˝qNpqq X V˚pΣq ‰ ∅ for some non-zero q P F˝p0q and N ě 1.
This would mean that q P F˝p0q X V˚pΣT q and hence lead to a
contradiction. Therefore, we have
RpF˝q XV˚pΣT q “ t0u
and the result follows.
3.4.4 Proof of Theorem 14
The inclusion T˚pΣq Ď RpFq is obvious. In order to prove the re-
verse inclusion, let x P RpFq. Then there exists ` ě 1, tuku0ďkď`´1
and txku0ďkď` with x0 “ 0 and x` “ x, such that
xk`1 “ Axk `Buk
Y Q Cxk `Duk
for all k with 0 ď k ď ` ´ 1. The hypothesis KpΣq X Y “ t0u
imposes xk P T˚pΣq for all k. Hence, x P T˚pΣq and the equality
holds.
3.4.5 Proof of Theorem 15
i ñ ii: If pΣ,Yq is reachable, then by Theorem 14, XpFq Ď T˚pΣq.
Since we always have V˚pΣq Ď XpFq, we get V˚pΣq “ R˚pΣq. In
order to prove the equality of XpFq and V˚pΣq, let x P XpFq. Then
there exists, tukukě0 and txkukě0 with x0 “ x, such that
xk`1 “ Axk `Buk
Y Q yk “ Cxk `Duk
for all k ě 0. However, the hypothesis KpΣq X Y “ t0u imposes
yk “ 0 for all k ě 0. Therefore, x P V˚pΣq, and so XpFq “ V˚pΣq.
ii ñ i: Obvious.
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3.5 conclusion
We gave a characterization of the reachability for discrete-time
linear systems with convex output constraints. It extends all pre-
viously known characterization in the literature, as well as the
results of the previous chapter on controllability of discrete-time
linear systems with conic output constraints. Our results jus-
tify why the conic output constraint case must be handled first,
before attempting a characterization of the convex output con-
straint case. In fact, we prove that convex set-valued mapping F
is reachable if and only if the convex process Fcon is reachable
and the convex process pFrecq´1 is weakly asymptotically stable.
This result is important from two aspects. First, it gives a charac-
terization of the reachability of a less structured set-valued map-
ping in terms of the properties of two more structured set-valued
mappings, namely processes. Second, it reveals the relationship
between the reachability problem and a stability problem. Hence,
making the connection between different aspects of constrained
systems more clear.
An interesting future work might be attempting to solve the
constrained stabilization problem in this setting, i.e. by combin-
ing techniques of geometric control theory and with that of con-
vex analysis. In particular, it would be interesting to give a char-
acterization of null-controllability for such systems.
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4
R E A C H A B I L I T Y O F C O N E W I S E L I N E A R
S Y S T E M S
E
ver since it was introduced by Kalman for linear sys-
tems, controllability became one of the most funda-
mental system-theoretic notions and has been stud-
ied virtually for all sorts of system classes: linear sys-
tems, nonlinear systems, infinite-dimensional systems, switched
systems, hybrid systems, etc.
Kalman’s [10] and Hautus’ [8] algebraic controllability tests for
finite-dimensional time-invariant linear systems are among the
classical results of control theory. Apart from the context of lin-
ear systems, characterizations of global controllability have been
hard to come by. Besides, there is good evidence that (see e.g.
[17]) global controllability conditions for nonlinear systems are
elusive.
Even in the context of piecewise linear systems, there is no
hope for easily verifiable conditions for controllability. On the
contrary, verifying controllability of discrete-time piecewise lin-
ear systems is known to be a notoriously hard problem. Indeed,
it was shown in [2] that certain controllability problems for the
so-called sign-systems of the form
xk`1 “
$’’’&’’’%
A´xk `B´uk if cTxk ă 0
A0xk `B0uk if cTxk “ 0
A`xk `B`uk if cTxk ą 0
fall into the most undesirable category, namely the undecidable
problems, from computational complexity point of view. Very
roughly speaking, there is no algorithm that can decide whether
such a system is controllable or not.
Nevertheless, the line of research that was developed in [4, 5,
3, 6, 18] provided easily verifiable algebraic necessary and suffi-
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cient conditions for global controllability (as well as stabilizabil-
ity) of various classes of continuous-time piecewise affine sys-
tems under a continuity assumption. These conditions are very
much akin to the classical Popov-Belevitch-Hautus test for lin-
ear systems. The construction of these conditions relies on the
fact that zero dynamics of the constituent linear subsystems are
the same due to the continuity assumption. By exploiting this
fact, one can employ a coordinate transformation using the clas-
sical results in geometric control theory in order to reduce the
controllability problem of a piecewise affine system to that of
a corresponding linear system (representing the common zero
dynamics) with (possibly non-convex) input constraints.
The above-mentioned approach, however, breaks down in the
context of discrete-time piecewise affine systems. Indeed, the re-
cent paper [19] attempted applying this approach in the context
of controllability of bimodal piecewise linear systems and could
provide conditions only under rather limited extra assumptions.
The reason for the failure of the approach stems from the fact
that the controllability of linear system with non-convex input
constraints are different in nature for continuous-time and dis-
crete-time. Indeed, it is well-known that (see e.g. [12]) one can
replace a non-convex input constraint set by its convex hull with-
out changing controllability property in the context of continu-
ous-time systems whereas this is not possible for discrete-time
counterparts.
In this chapter, we investigate the reachability of discrete-time
conewise linear systems within a completely different approach.
Unlike the approach outlined above, the new approach does not
rely on any coordinate changes. Instead, the new approach em-
ploys a combination of tools from convex/set-valued analysis
and geometric control theory for linear systems and is based
on a truly geometric investigation of the reachability of the con-
stituent linear subsystems by treating them as linear systems
subject to output constraints. After establishing certain duality
results for the set of reachable states for the constituent linear
subsystems, we provide algebraic necessary and sufficient condi-
tions which guarantee that the convex hull of the reachable set of
the discrete-time conewise linear system is the whole state space.
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Throughout the chapter we use standard mathematical nota-
tion. In particular, we refer to [13, 1, 14, 16] for the details of
the notation/concepts of convex/set-valued analysis and to [9]
of geometric approach to linear systems. The organization of
the chapter is as follows: In Section 4.1, we introduce the class
of conewise linear systems and formulate the reachability prob-
lem. This is followed by a quick review of notions of set-valued
mappings, difference inclusions, and geometric control theory
in Section 4.2 where we also formulate conewise linear systems
as difference inclusions and discuss certain duality relation in
the context of reachability of linear systems with conic output
constraints. Section 4.3 presents the main result of the chapter
together with its proof. Finally, the chapter closes with the con-
clusions in Section 4.4.
4.1 problem formulation
In this section we will introduce the class of continuous conewise
linear dynamical systems. To give the precise definition, we first
begin with recalling the piecewise affine functions and its prop-
erties.
A function f : Rp Ñ Rn is said to be affine if there exist a
matrix F P Rnˆp and a vector g P Rn such that fpyq “ Fy` g
for all y P Rp. It is called piecewise affine if there exists a finite
family of affine functions fi : Rp Ñ Rn with fipyq “ Fiy` gi
for i “ 1, 2, . . . , r such that fpyq P tf1pyq, f2pyq, . . . , frpyqu for all
y P Rp. The affine function fi for i “ 1, 2, . . . , r is called a selection
function corresponding to f.
A continuous piecewise affine function f : Rp Ñ Rn induces
a particular subdivision of Rp. To elaborate on this, we need to
introduce some nomenclature. A subset P of Rp is called a poly-
hedron if it can be expressed as the intersection of a finite fam-
ily of closed half-spaces or hyperplanes, i.e. there exist a matrix
P P Rsˆp and a vector q P Rs such that P “ ty P Rp | Py ě qu.
A finite collection P of polyhedra of Rp is said to be a polyhedral
subdivision of Rp if the following conditions hold: the union of
all polyhedra in P is equal to Rp, each polyhedron in P is of
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dimension p, and the intersection of any two polyhedra in P is
either empty or a common proper face of both polyhedra (see [7]
for more details).
A continuous piecewise affine function induces a natural poly-
hedral subdivision (see e.g [15] and [7, Prop. 4.2.1]) as stated in
what follows.
proposition 1: A continuous function f : Rp Ñ Rn is piece-
wise affine if and only if there exist a polyhedral subdivision
P “ tP1,P2, . . . , Pru of Rp and a finite family of affine functions
fi : R
p Ñ Rn with i “ 1, 2, . . . , r such that f coincides fi on Pi
for every i “ 1, 2, . . . , r.
By a discrete-time continuous piecewise affine system, we mean a
discrete-time input/state dynamical system of the form
xk`1 “ Axk `Buk ` fpykq (43a)
yk “ Cxk `Duk (43b)
where x P Rn is the state, u P Rm is the input, y P Rp, A P
Rnˆn, B P Rnˆm, C P Rpˆn, D P Rpˆm, and f : Rp Ñ Rn is a
continuous piecewise affine function.
When all selection functions fi of a continuous piecewise affine
function f are linear, that is gi “ 0 for all i, it is easy to show
that all polyhedra Pi of the underlying polyhedral subdivision
become polyhedral cones. In this case, we call the function f a
conewise linear function and the corresponding systems of the
form (43) discrete-time continuous conewise linear systems (CLSs).
Throughout the chapter, we will focus on continuous CLSs
and investigate their controllability as defined next.
We call a state x¯ P Rn of (43) a reachable state if there exist an
integer ` with ` ě 1, tuku0ďkď`´1 and txku0ďkď` with x0 “ 0
and x` “ x¯ such that
xk`1 “ Axk `Buk ` fpCxk `Dukq
for all k with 0 ď k ď `´ 1.
The set of all reachable states of (43) will be denoted by R.
Based on this nomenclature, we say that the system (43) is reach-
able if all states are reachable, i.e. R “ Rn.
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In order to study their reachability, we will treat systems of
the form (43) as difference inclusions. In what follows, we briefly
review set-valued mappings and difference inclusions.
4.2 preliminaries
4.2.1 Set-valued mappings
Let H : Rr Ñ Rs be a set-valued mapping, that is Hpxq Ď Rs
is a set for all x P Rr. Its domain is the set of points where
its image is non-empty, that is domH “ tx P Rr | Hpxq ‰ ∅u
whereas its graph is defined as graphpHq “ tpx,yq P Rr ˆRs |
y P Hpxqu. The inverse of H, denoted by H´1, is defined by
pη, ξq P graphpH´1q ô pξ,ηq P graphpHq.
We say that a set-valued mapping H : Rr Ñ Rs is strict if
domH “ Rr, convex if its graph is convex, closed if its graph is
closed, a process if its graph is a cone, a linear process if its graph
is a subspace.
Given a set-valued mappingH : Rr Ñ Rr, a typical example of
a closed convex process is the dual convex process H´ associated







where Ir denotes the rˆ r identity matrix.
The invariance of sets under single-valued functions can be
generalized to set-valued mappings in two different ways.
definition 2: Let S be a subset of Rr and H : Rr Ñ Rr be a
set-valued mapping. We say that S is
• weakly-H-invariant if Hpxq X S ‰ ∅ for all x P S (i.e. S Ď
H´1pSq).
• strongly-H-invariant if Hpxq Ď S for all x P S (i.e. HpSq Ď S).
Note that a strongly invariant set C is also weakly invariant
under a set-valued mapping H if and only if C Ď domH.
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4.2.2 Difference inclusions
Let H : Rn Ñ Rn be a (not necessarily closed or convex) process.
Consider the following difference inclusion
xk`1 P Hpxkq. (45)
A sequence tx`u`ě0 Ă Rn satisfying (2) is called a solution of (2).
We define the set of feasible states for H by
XpHq “ tx¯ | D a solution txkukě0 of (2) with x0 “ x¯u.
By definition, XpHq is a cone that is weakly-H-invariant. It is
actually the largest weakly-H-invariant set.
For ` ě 1, we define the set of `-step feasible states of H as
X`pHq “ H´`Rn.






However, the equality does not hold necessarily. A particularly
important case is when XpHq “ X`pHq for some ` ě 1. In this
case, we say that XpHq is finitely determined. In case H is a linear
process, XpHq is always finitely determined.
We define the set of `-step reachable states of H as R`pHq “ H`p0q.
Obviously, these sets grow with increasing `. That is R`pHq Ď





As H is a process, the set RpFq is a cone. It is actually the smallest
strongly-H-invariant set containing the origin.
Whenever H is a convex process, all the above sets associated
to H are necessarily convex. Although convexity and conicity are
inherited by these sets from H, closedness of none of them is in
general guaranteed even if the process H is closed.
We say that the process H is reachable if XpHq Ď RpHq.
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4.2.3 CLSs as difference inclusions
Consider the system (43) where f is a conewise linear function
with the underlying polyhedral subdivision P “ tP1,P2, . . . ,Pru
where each Pi is a polyhedral cone and the selection functions
fipyq “ Fiy for i P t1, 2, . . . , ru.
Then, we can reformulate (43) in a more explicit way:
xk`1 “ Aixk `Biuk whenever Cxk `Duk P Pi (46)
where
Ai “ A` FiC and Bi “ B` FiD.
For each i P t1, 2, . . . , ru, define the set-valued mapping Gi by
Gipxq “ tAix`Biu | Cx`Du P Piu. (47)
Since each Pi is a convex cone, Gi is a (not necessarily closed)
convex process.





In general, G is not convex but still is a process.
Consider the difference inclusion
xk`1 P Gpxkq. (49)
Clearly, the system (46) is reachable/(null)-controllable if and
only if so is the difference inclusion (49). Further, the following
inclusion readily hold from the definitions:ď
iPt1,2,...,ru
RpGiq Ď R. (50)
The converse inclusion, however, may not hold in general. In
what follows we review a few concepts from the geometric con-
trol theory of linear systems.
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4.2.4 Geometric control theory
Consider the discrete-time linear system given by
xk`1 “ Axk `Buk (51a)
yk “ Cxk `Duk (51b)
where x P Rn, u P Rm, y P Rp, and all the matrices involved are
of appropriate sizes. We will denote (51) by Σ “ ΣpA,B,C,Dq.
The controllable subspace of Σ is the smallest A-invariant sub-
space containing imB. We will denote it by xA | imBy. Note that
Σ is controllable if and only if xA | imBy “ Rn.
The weakly unobservable subspace of Σ will be denoted by V˚pΣq.
The strongly reachable subspace of Σ will be denoted by T˚pΣq. It
is possible to determine V˚pΣq and T˚pΣq with subspace algo-
rithms which terminate in at most n steps. For the definitions
and properties of these subspace, we refer the reader to [9].
The dual of the system Σ will be denoted by ΣT , that it is ΣT “
ΣpAT ,CT ,BT ,DT q. The following duality relation is noteworthy:`
T˚pΣq˘K “ V˚pΣT q.
The above concepts from geometric control theory can be de-
scribed using the concepts introduced in the previous section. To
elaborate on this, first define the set-valued mapping L by
LΣpxq “ tAx`Bu | Cx`Du “ 0u. (52)
Clearly, LΣ is a linear process. Whenever there is no confusion,
we omit the dependency on Σ and write simply L. Now, consider
the difference inclusion
xk`1 P Lpxkq.
Then, it follows from the definitions of V˚pΣq and T˚pΣq that
V˚pΣq “ X`pLq “ XpLq (53a)
T˚pΣq “ R`pLq “ RpLq (53b)
for all ` ě n.
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In our discussion, the subspace imD`CT˚pΣq will play a cru-
cial role. Hence, we assign a special notation for it
KpΣq “ imD`CT˚pΣq. (54)
This subspace plays an important role in the context of system
invertibility. We say that the linear system Σ is right-invertible if its
so-called transfer matrix D`CpzI´Aq´1B is right-invertible as
a rational matrix. The following theorem reveals the relationship
between right-invertibility and KpΣq can be proven (see Thm. 4
of Chapter 2) by employing the well-known right-invertibility
conditions (see e.g. [9, Thm. 8.27]).
theorem 16: The linear system Σ is right-invertible if and only
if KpΣq “ Rp.
4.2.5 Linear systems with conic output constraints
Associated to the linear system (51), define the set-valued map-
ping MΣ,Y by
MΣ,Ypxq “ tAx`Bu | Cx`Du “ Yu
where Y is a convex cone. For the sake of simplicity, we suppress
the dependency on pΣ,Yq and write M whenever there is no con-
fusion. Note that the difference inclusion
xk`1 PMpxkq (55)
corresponds to the linear system (51) where the output is con-
strained to the convex cone Y. Also, note that M is a convex
process and that
V˚pΣq Ď XpMq Ď X`pMq (56a)
T˚pΣq Ď Rn``´1pMq Ď RpMq (56b)
for all ` ě 1 since graphpLq Ď graphpMq.
Certain duality relations between the sets RpMq and XpM´q
will be instrumental in our discussion. To elaborate on this dual-
ity relation, we first derive a useful description of M´.
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is of full row rank due to [13, Cor. 16.3.2]. In
















is of full row rank. Alternatively, we have
M´pξq“tATξ`CTη |BTξ`DTη“ 0 and η P Y`u. (57)
The following theorem states a duality relationship for the set
of feasible states of the dual process M´ and the set of reachable
states of M that will be employed later.
theorem 17: Suppose that KpΣq ` Y “ Rp. Then,
XpM´q “ RpMq´.
The proof of the theorem can be found in Chapter 2.
4.3 main results
The following main result of the chapter provides necessary and
sufficient conditions which guarantee that the convex hull of the
reachable set of the conewise linear system (46) is Rn.
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theorem 18: If convpRq “ Rn, then we necessarily have:
1. λ P C, z P Cn, z˚Ai “ λz˚, z˚Bi “ 0 for all i P t1, 2, . . . , ru
=ñ z “ 0.








for all i P t1, 2, . . . , ru =ñ z “ 0.
Moreover, if the system Σ is right-invertible, these two conditions
are sufficient to have convpRq “ Rn as well.
Proof. necessity: Suppose that convpRq “ Rn, then R´ “ t0u. Let
λ P C and z P Cn be such that z˚Ai “ λz˚, z˚Bi “ 0 for all
i P t1, 2, . . . , ru. From (46), we have
z˚xk`1 “ λz˚xk.
In other words, z˚xk “ λkz˚x0 for all k ě 0. This implies that
z˚x “ 0 for all x P R. Since R´ “ t0u, we obtain z “ 0. Now, let








for all i P t1, 2, . . . , ru. From (46), we get
zTxk`1 ď λzTxk.
This implies that zTxk ď λkzTx0 for all k ě 0 and hence zTx ď 0
for all x P R. Again, since R´ “ t0u, we obtain z “ 0.
sufficiency: Suppose that the linear system Σ is right-invertible
and the conditions 1-2 hold. Define
Σi “ ΣpAi,Bi,C,Dq
for i P t1, 2, . . . , ru. It follows from [5, Prop. II.1] that
V˚pΣiq “ V˚pΣq (58a)
T˚pΣiq “ T˚pΣq (58b)
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for all i P t1, 2, . . . , ru. In view of Theorem 16 and (54), we can
conclude that Σi is right-invertible and KpΣiq “ Rp for each
i P t1, 2, . . . , ru. Therefore, it follows from Theorem 17 that
RpGiq´ “ XpG´i q









XpG´i q “ t0u
in order to conclude that convpRq “ Rn. To this end, we begin
with the following two key observations.
Fact 1: If tξkukě0 is a solution to the difference inclusion
ξk`1 P G´i pξkq (59)
for some i P t1, 2, . . . , ru, then there exists a matrix K depending
only on pA,B,C,Dq such that
ξk`1 “ pAT `CTKqξk (60)
for all k ě 0.
To prove this, let tξkukě0 be a solution to the difference in-
clusion (59) for some i P t1, 2, . . . , ru. Since Σi is right-invertible,”
C D
ı
is of full row rank. Then, there must exist tηkukě0 Ă P`i
such that
ξk`1 “ ATξk `CT pFTi ξk ` ηkq (61a)
0 “ BTξk `DT pFTi ξk ` ηkq (61b)
for all k ě 0 in view of (57). Now, it follows from [9, Thm. 7.11]
that there exists a matrix K depending only on pA,B,C,Dq such
that
ηk “ pK´ Fiqξk (62)
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and hence (60) holds.
Fact 2: Let ξ P X. If tξkukě0 with ξ0 “ ξ is a solution to the
difference inclusion (59) for some i P t1, 2, . . . , ru, then it is a
solution of (59) for all i P t1, 2, . . . , ru.
A proof can be given as follows. Let ξ P X and tξkukě0 with
ξ0 “ 0 be a solution to the difference inclusion (59) for some
i P t1, 2, . . . , ru. Then, there must exist tηkukě0 Ă P`i satisfying
(61). Let tξ¯kukě0 with ξ¯0 “ ξ be such that
ξ¯k`1 P G´j pξ¯kq (63)
for some j P t1, 2, . . . , ru. This means that there exists
tη¯kukě0 Ă P`j
satisfying
ξ¯k`1 “ AT ξ¯k `CT pFTj ξ¯k ` η¯kq (64a)
0 “ BT ξ¯k `DT pFTj ξ¯k ` η¯kq (64b)
for all k ě 0. Together with (61), this yields
ξk`1 ´ ξ¯k`1“AT pξk´ξ¯kq`CT pFTi ξk`ηk´FTj ξ¯k´η¯kq
0“BT pξk ´ ξ¯kq`DT pFTi ξk`ηk´FTj ξ¯k´η¯kq.
Since ξ0 ´ ξ¯0 “ 0, it follows from the right-invertibility of Σ that
ξk “ ξ¯k
for all k ě 0. Hence, Fact 2 is proved. In order to show that X “
t0u, we first claim that X does not contain a line. To see this, let
0 ‰ ξ and ´ξ belong to X. Also, let tξjkukě0 with j P t1, 2u be two
solutions of the difference inclusion (59) for some i P t1, 2, . . . , ru




k`1 “ ATξjk `CT pFTi ξjk ` ηjkq
0 “ BTξjk `DT pFTi ξjk ` ηjkq
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for all k ě 0. Therefore, we have
ξk`1 “ ATξk `CT pFTi ξk ` ηkq
0 “ BTξk `DT pFTi ξk ` ηkq
where ξk “ ξ1k ` ξ2k and ηk “ η1k ` η2k for all k ě 0. Since Σ is
right-invertible and ξ0 “ 0, we can conclude that ξk “ 0 and
ηk “ 0 for all k ě 0. As Pi is of dimension p, P`i is pointed, i.e.
it does not contain a line. This means that η1k “ η2k “ 0 for for all
k ě 0. In view of Fact 1, we get
ξ
j
k`1 “ pAT `CTFTi qξjk “ pAT `CTKqξjk
0 “ pBT `DTFTi qξjk “ pBT `DTKqξjk
for all k ě 0. Then, it follows from Fact 2 that the above relations
should hold for all i P t1, 2, . . . , ru. In particular, note that
pAT `CTFTi qξ “ pAT `CTKqξ (65a)
pBT `DTFTi qξ “ pBT `DTKqξ “ 0 (65b)
for all i P t1, 2, . . . , ru. Now, let p be the monic polynomial with
minimum degree such that
ppAT `CTKqξ “ 0.
Since ξ ‰ 0, p must be a non-constant polynomial. Let µ be a
root of p and ppsq “ ps´ µqqpsq for some polynomial q. Note
that
pAT `CTKqqpAT `CTKqξ “ µqpAT `CTKqξ.
Because of the minimum degree property of p, z “ qpAT `
CTKqξ is non-zero and hence an eigenvector of AT ` CTK cor-
responding to the eigenvalue µ. It follows from (65a)
ATi z “ pAT `CTFTi qz “ µz (66)
BTi z “ pBT `DTFTi qz “ 0 (67)
for all i P t1, 2, . . . , ru. However, condition 1 requires z “ 0. Thus,
we reach a contradiction. Therefore, ξ “ 0 and hence X does not
contain a line.
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Note that X is a closed convex cone by its definition. Moreover,
it is invariant under AT ` CTK due to Fact 1. Since it does not
contain a line, it follows from Kreı˘n-Rutman theorem [11] that X
must contain an eigenvector of AT `CTK, say z, corresponding
a non-negative eigenvalue, say λ ě 0, if X ‰ t0u . Then, we have
pAT `CTKqz “ λz (68a)
pBT `DTKqz “ 0 (68b)
In view of Facts 1 and 2, we can conclude that tλkzukě0 is a
solution of the difference inclusion (59) for all i P t1, 2, . . . , ru.
From (62), we have that
wi “ pK´ FTi qz P P`i








for all i P t1, 2, . . . , ru. Consequently, we reach a contradiction as
condition 2 requires z “ 0. Hence, X “ t0u and convpRq “ Rn. 
4.4 conclusion
In this chapter, we characterized the property of having the con-
vex hull of the reachable set of a discrete-time conewise lin-
ear system equal to Rn. For this characterization we employed
truly geometric techniques originating from convex/set-valued
analysis and geometric control theory, which works coordinate
free. We presented algebraic necessary and sufficient conditions
which are akin to Popov-Belevitch-Hautus test for linear systems,
hence can easily be verified.
As of future work, the extension of these results to piecewise
affine systems would be the first option. There is enough evi-
dence to believe that the machinery we developed for the analy-
sis of conewise linear systems will be a good framework to study
the discrete-time piecewise affine systems too.
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I N V E RT I B I L I T Y O F S W I T C H E D L I N E A R
S Y S T E M S
A
switched system is a non-smooth nonlinear input/
state/output dynamical system with the distinguish-
ing feature that its dynamics is governed by a collec-
tion of smooth nonlinear systems and a set of switch-
ing signals that determine the active subsystem from the collec-
tion at a given time instant. The class of switched systems natu-
rally arises in an abundance of applications from power electron-
ics to congestion control and from air traffic control to automo-
tive control. Roughly speaking, the switching nature is a result
of either the intrinsic properties of the system at hand or the use
of gain-scheduling type of controllers.
The interest in switched systems has resulted in a rich litera-
ture dealing with fundamental system theoretic properties (see
e.g. [1] for stability, [12] for controllability, [3] for observability,
[6] for input-to-state stability properties). We refer to the mono-
graphs [7] and [11] for a more detailed treatment of switched
systems.
This chapter focuses on the switched linear systems, i.e. a col-
lection of linear systems with an arbitrary switching mechanism
between them. For these systems, we address the problem of
left-invertibility which corresponds to recovering the switching
signal and the input uniquely from a given output of the system.
The same problem has already been addressed in [14]. By taking
an algebraic approach, the authors provide necessary and suffi-
cient conditions for left-invertibility of a switched linear system.
Their problem formulation excludes the so-called singular initial
state/output pairs. In this chapter we take a different path, in-
stead of excluding such pairs, we recover the switching signal
up to an equivalence relation. We formulate a different type of
left-invertibility and take a geometric approach to provide neces-
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sary and sufficient conditions that are linear in nature and hence
can be checked easily.
Since a switched linear system consists of a collection of linear
systems, their analysis relies on the use of rich collection of con-
cepts and techniques of linear systems theory. The invertibility of
linear systems is among the classical subjects of linear systems
and has been addressed, for instance, in [5, 9, 10] within the alge-
braic approach and in [8] within the geometric approach. For a
summary of geometric criteria for invertibility of linear systems,
we refer to [2]. In this chapter, we take a geometric approach
(see [4, 13, 15]) and provide necessary and sufficient conditions
for left-invertibility of switched linear systems. The conditions
we present involve the so-called weakly unobservable subspaces
of certain combinations of the linear subsystems.
5.0.1 Problem formulation
A switched linear system (SLS) ΣS,
9x “ Aσptqx`Bσptqu (69a)
y “ Cσptqx`Dσptqu (69b)
is a system which consists of linear subsystems, which we denote
by Σi :“ ΣpAi,Bi,Ci,Diq for i P J (a finite index set), and a
set S of switching signals, whose elements will be denoted by
σ. A switching signal determines the active subsystem and the
period it runs. For the switching signals, we consider piecewise
constant, right continuous functions from R` to J which has at
most finitely many discontinuities on each finite interval. Hence,
there are countably many switching times and so, we can index
them by N or a finite set. Given a switching signal σ P S, we
denote the state and the output of the system (69) for an initial
state x0 and an input u by xx0,σ,u and yx0,σ,u, respectively. We
assume that all subsystems have the same input, state and output
dimensions which we denote by m, n and p respectively.
We will discuss the left-invertibility problem for switched lin-
ear systems, i.e. the problem of recovering the switching signal
and the input uniquely from a given initial condition and an out-
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put. However, when the input and the initial condition are zero,
the output of any SLS will be zero regardless of the switching
signal. That is, given the zero initial condition and zero output,
it is impossible to recover the switching signal uniquely. There-
fore, it is reasonable to expect to recover the switching signal
up to an equivalence relation. Therefore, we define the following
equivalence relation on the set of switching signals:
Given an initial state x0 and an input u, we call two
switching signals σ1,σ2 P S equivalent, and denote it by
σ1
x0,u„ σ2 if and only if
1. yx0,σ1,u “ yx0,σ2,u “: y˜,
2. xx0,σ1,u “ xx0,σ2,u “: x˜, and
3. σ1ptq “ σ2ptq everywhere except possibly for some
non-trivial intervals (i.e. intervals which do not con-
sist of a single point only) where x˜ and y˜ both vanish.
With this equivalence relation in hand, we formulate the left-
invertibility concept for switched linear systems as follows: An
SLS (69) is called left-invertible if the following implication al-
ways holds:
yx0,σ1,u1 “ yx0,σ2,u2 =ñ u1 “ u2 “: u and σ1
x0,u„ σ2.
We will justify this equivalence relation and the formulation of
the left-invertibility in Section 5.2.
5.0.2 Organization
In Section 5.1, we review the preliminary concepts and intro-
duce our notation. In Section 5.2, we first discuss the the left-
invertibility problem and then, we discuss the right-invertibility
problem for switched linear systems. Section 5.3 includes exam-
ples of left-invertible and non-left-invertible switched linear sys-
tems. Finally, in Section 5.4, we end our discussion of the subject
with a conclusion.
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5.1 preliminaries and notation





Let r be the state dimension. We denote the weakly unobservable
subspace of Σ by V˚pΣq [13, Defn. 7.8]. It is the largest subspace V
of the state space, for which there exists a linear map F such that
pA`BFqV Ď V (70a)
pC`DFqV “ 0. (70b)
The weakly unobservable subspace V˚pΣq can be computed [13,
p.162] by the following algorithm:












for k “ 0, 1, . . . It can be easily verified that
V0 Ě V1 Ě ¨ ¨ ¨ Ě Vq “ Vq`1 “ Vq`2 “ . . .
for some integer q ď r. Then, V˚pΣq “ Vq.
During our discussion, the subspace
kerDXB´1V˚pΣq
will appear quite often. Therefore, we will shortly denote it by
LpΣq.
We will denote the state and the output of Σ resulting from
an initial state x0 and an input u will be denoted by xx0,u and
yx0,u respectively. For the sake of completeness, here we recall
the left-invertibility of a linear system.
definition 3: A linear system Σ is called left-invertible if for all
input pairs u1,u2 the following holds:
y0,u1 “ y0,u2 =ñ u1 “ u2.
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The following characterization of left-invertibility of linear sys-
tems is well-known and can be found for instance in [13, p.189].
theorem 19: A linear system Σ is left-invertible if and only if






corollary 2: A linear system Σ is left-invertible if and only if
LpΣq “ 0.






is injective if and only if LpΣq “ 0.
ñ:
Let a P LpΣq :“ kerDXB´1V˚pΣq,
=ñ a P kerD and Ba P V˚pΣq
=ñ Ba P V˚pΣq XBkerD “ 0





=ñ a “ 0
ð:
Conversely, let b P V˚pΣq XBkerD,
=ñ b P BkerD and b P V˚pΣq
=ñ Da P kerD s.t. Ba “ b P V˚pΣq
=ñ a P kerDXB´1V˚pΣq “: LpΣq “ 0
=ñ b “ Ba “ 0






=ñ a P kerD and a P kerB Ď B´1V˚pΣq
=ñ a P kerDXB´1V˚pΣq “: LpΣq “ 0
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Finally, during our discussion of the subject, we will be con-
sidering the following combination (denoted Σij) of the linear























In the course of the discussion of the left-invertibility problem
for switched linear systems, the ideal implication one would like
to have is
yx0,σ1,u1 “ yx0,σ2,u2 =ñ u1 “ u2 and σ1 “ σ2. (72)
This implication is impossible to achieve, because of the follow-
ing simple observation: Consider the zero initial state and the
zero inputs, i.e. x0 “ 0 and u1 “ 0 “ u2. Then, regardless of
the switching signals σ1 and σ2 (and the properties of the lin-
ear subsystems), we have the equality yx0,σ1,u1 “ yx0,σ2,u2 . Note
that in such a case, necessarily the states xx0,σi,ui and the outputs
yx0,σi,ui are identically zero.
An implication which is equivalent to (72) (and hence, equally
impossible) is
yi,x0,u1 “ yj,x0,u2 =ñ u1 “ u2 and i “ j (73)
for all i, j P J. The left-invertibility problem should be formu-
lated in such a way that an implication as close as possible to
the implications (72) or (73) can be achieved by imposing certain
conditions on the linear subsystems of the SLS. The crucial ob-
servation at this point is, if we further assume that x0 ‰ 0, the
implication (73) can be achieved:
proposition 2: For i, j P J and x0 ‰ 0, we have
yi,x0,u1 “ yj,x0,u2 =ñ u1 “ u2 and i “ j
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if and only if





“ t0u for i ‰ j, and
2. All subsystems are left-invertible.
Proof.
ñ:






V˚pΣijq for some i, j P J with i ‰ j. Then, we have yi,x0,u1 “





of Σij, which implies i “ j,





“ t0u for i ‰ j.
2. Choose i “ j, then the given implication guarantees the left-
invertibility of individual linear subsystems.
ð:
Let yi,x0,u1 “ yj,x0,u2 , for some initial state x0 ‰ 0, inputs u1





P V˚pΣijq. As x0 ‰ 0, we have i “ j.
Then u1 “ u2, as each subsystem is left-invertible.
The problem is now reduced to the case x0 “ 0. What can we
expect to have at best, when x0 “ 0? As we mentioned above, an
obstruction to the realization of the implication (72) is the zero
initial state and zero input case. Then the output and the state
are identically zero, whatever the switching signal is. So, this is
an upper bound to what we can expect, this obstruction will be
there, whichever SLS we consider. Therefore, it is reasonable to
try to characterize the SLSs for which this is the only obstruction
to implication (72). That is, it is reasonable to require
yi,0,u1 “ yj,0,u2 =ñ u1 “ 0 “ u2
for all i, j P J with i ‰ j. The following proposition gives a char-
acterization of such SLSs:
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proposition 3: For i ‰ j pi, j P Jq, we have
yi,0,u1 “ yj,0,u2 =ñ u1 “ 0 “ u2
if and only if Σij is left-invertible for all i, j P J with i ‰ j.
Proof.
ñ:
Suppose that the output of Σij resulting from the zero initial





is zero, when i ‰ j. Then we have
yi,0,u1 “ yj,0,u2 , which implies u1 “ 0 “ u2. Hence, u “ 0.
Therefore, Σij is left-invertible.
ð:
Let yi,0,u1 “ yj,0,u2 , for some input functions u1 and u2 and
i ‰ j. Then the output of Σij resulting from the zero initial state





is zero. As Σij is left-invertible, we have
u1 “ 0 “ u2.
If we combine the conditions of Propositions 2 and 3, we get
quite close to implication (73). We always have the equality of
the inputs and the equality i “ j can only be violated in the case
where we have zero inital condition and zero input (which is
unavoidable anyway). Motivated by this, we define the following
equivalence relation on the set S of switching signals:
definition 4: Given an initial state x0 and an input u, we call
two switching signals σ1,σ2 P S equivalent, and denote it by
σ1
x0,u„ σ2 if and only if
1. yx0,σ1,u “ yx0,σ2,u “: y˜,
2. xx0,σ1,u “ xx0,σ2,u “: x˜, and
3. σ1ptq “ σ2ptq everywhere except possibly for some non-trivial
intervals (i.e. intervals which do not consist of a single point
only) where x˜ and y˜ both vanish.
Then we formulate the left-invertibility concept for SLSs as
follows:
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definition 5: A switched linear system ΣS :“ tΣiuiPJ (where
J is a finite index set) is called left-invertible if the following
implication is always true
yx0,σ1,u1 “ yx0,σ2,u2 =ñ u1 “ u2 “: u and σ1
x0,u„ σ2.
The next theorem (which is in fact a combination of Propo-
sitions 2 and 3) justifies our formulation of the left-invertibility
concept for SLSs:
theorem 20: A switched linear system ΣS :“ tΣiuiPJ (where J
is a finite index set) is left-invertible if and only if
1. All subsystems are left-invertible,
2. Σij is left-invertible for i, j P J with i ‰ j, and





“ t0u for i, j P J with i ‰ j.
Proof.
ñ:
1. Let σ1 “ i “ σ2, constant switching signals. Then, the equality
yx0,i,u1 “ yx0,i,u2 implies the equality of the inputs u1 “ u2.
Hence, the subsystem Σi is invertible.
2. Let x0 “ 0 and i ‰ j. Then, whenever the output of Σij result-






we have yi,0,u1 “ yj,0,u2 . If we let σ1 “ i ‰ j “ σ2, constant
switching signals, we have y0,i,u1 “ y0,j,u2 . As the SLS is left-
invertible, we get u1 “ u2 and y0,i,u1 “ 0 “ y0,j,u2 (because
i ‰ j). By part 1 of the proof, we know that each subsystem is
left-invertible. So, we have u1 “ 0 “ u2. Hence, u “ 0 and Σij
is left-invertible.





P V˚pΣijq for some i ‰ j.
Then Du1,u2 such that yi,x0,u1 “ yj,x0,u2 . Let σ1 “ i and σ2 “
j, the constant switching signals. Then yx0,i,u1 “ yx0,j,u2 =ñ
i “ j which is a contradiction. Hence, x0 “ 0.
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ð:
Let yx0,σ1,u1 “ yx0,σ2,u2 for some initial state x0, switching
signals σ1 and σ2 and inputs u1 and u2. Let J˜ :“ ttkukě0 be the
set of the union of the switching times of σ1 and σ2. Suppose
that in the interval rt0, t1q, σ1 runs the subsystem Σi and σ2




P V˚pΣijq. There are 3 possible cases:
x0 ‰ 0 :
Then by part 3, we conclude that i “ j. Hence, σ1 and
σ2 coincide over rt0 , t1q. And then, by part 1, we have
u1 “ u2 on rt0 , t1q.
x0 “ 0 & i “ j :
Then by part 1, u1 “ u2 on rt0 , t1q.
x0 “ 0 & i ‰ j :
Then by part 2, u1 “ u2 “ 0 on rt0 , t1q. Moreover, we
have xx0 ,σ1 ,u1 “ xx0 ,σ2 ,u2 “ 0 “ yx0 ,σ1 ,u1 “ yx0 ,σ2 ,u2
on rt0 , t1q.
Hence, we have u1 “ u2 and σ1x0,u„ σ2 on rt0, t1q. It is obvious
that xx0,σ1,u1 “ xx0,σ2,u2 is also satisfied on this interval. As the
state is continuous, we can repeat the same argument on rt1, t2q,
and so on. Then by induction on J˜, we conclude that u1 “ u2
and σ1
x0,u„ σ2. Hence, ΣS is left-invertible.
5.2.2 Right-invertibility
As it was the case with the left-invertibility concept, our first con-
cern is to find out a justified formulation of the right-invertibility
concept for SLSs. This requires a precise description of the out-
put set we aim to generate. As an SLS consists of linear subsys-
tems, it is reasonable to expect a right-invertible SLS to gener-
ate all impulsive smooth distributions. Hence, whatever set of
outputs we aim to generate with the SLS, it must contain Dp0 ,
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the R-algebra of p´impulsive smooth distributions (For the def-
initions and the basics, we refer to [13, App. A]). On the other
hand, in the special case where there is only one subsystem of
the SLS, we, of course, want our formulation to coincide with
the standard right-invertibility concept for the linear systems. In
the literature for linear systems, this output set is basically Dp0 .
Therefore, we define the set of outputs we aim to generate by the
SLS as Dp0 , too.
definition 6: A switched linear system ΣS :“ tΣiuiPJ (where
J is a finite index set) is called right-invertible if for every y P Dp0 ,
there exists u P Dm0 and σ P S such that y “ y0,σ,u.
Then the characterization of right-invertible SLSs is rather sim-
ple, compared to left-invertible SLSs.
theorem 21: A switched linear system ΣS :“ tΣiuiPJ is right-









The subsystem Σi is called right-invertible if this operator is sur-
jective. Suppose on the contrary that none of the subsystems are
right-invertible. Then imΣi is a proper subspace (recall that Dm0
and Dp0 are R-vector spaces). Then, as J is finite, we haveď
iPJ
imΣi Ř Dp0 .
From this, it follows that there exists y˜ P Dp0 such that y˜|r0,T q ‰
y|r0,T q for all y P
Ť
iPJ
imΣi and for all T ą 0, leading to a contra-
diction to the right-invertibility of the SLS.
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5.3 examples
In this section we will present two examples. The first one is,
in fact, Example 1 of [14]. We included the same example here,
to show that the left-invertibility notion of [14] and the current
chapter differ. The second example is included to show that the
left-invertible systems in the sense of current chapter do exist.






































The subsystems are left-invertible. The weakly unobservable sub-


































and Σ12 is not left-invertible, because







Therefore, the SLS consisting of these subsystems is not left-
invertible in our sense, although it is left-invertible in the sense
of [14].




















































As D1 and D2 are of full column rank,
kerD1 “ t0u “ kerD2
and so,
LpΣ1q “ t0u “ LpΣ2q.
Hence, Σ1 and Σ2 are left-invertible. Moreover, the matrixD12 :“”
D1 ´D2
ı
is also of full column rank, hence Σ12 is also left-
invertible.
We observe that imC12 K imD12. Hence,
V˚pΣ12q Ď kerC12












Therefore, by Theorem 20, this SLS is left-invertible.
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5.4 conclusion
The formulation of the left-invertibility problem was previously
done by Vu and Liberzon in [14]. In this chapter we presented a
different but justified formulation of the same concept. Our for-
mulation proved to be very suitable for the analysis of the sub-
ject with the techniques of geometric control, as we could char-
acterize the left-invertibility in terms of very simple conditions
involving fundamental objects of geometric control. Although
the formulation is different, this chapter complements the pre-
vious work done by Vu and Liberzon, by presenting a solution
of the problem with geometric control techniques. Hence, con-
cludes the study of the invertibility problem for continuous time
switched linear systems.
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C O N C L U S I O N
I
n this thesis we showed that the linear geometric
control theory not only admitted a natural general-
ization to nonlinear control, but also the linear the-
ory itself was extremely handy in the analysis of
nonlinear extensions of linear systems. We proved that it was
particularly useful in the analysis of constrained systems and
switched systems. Especially in the study of constrained linear
systems, the combination of the techniques of geometric control
with that of convex analysis proved to be very fruitful. This new
approach is very successful in capturing the essence of the reach-
ability problem for constrained linear systems.
As a major contribution we provided an almost complete char-
acterization of the controllability for discrete-time linear systems
with a convex conic output constraint. The results of Chapter 2
not only generalized all existing results on the problem, but also
treated a major case which did not appear in the literature be-
fore. These results altogether gave an almost complete picture,
except for a minor pathological case to which the classical re-
sults cannot be extended. Our characterization is spectral, i.e. it
amounts to checking the nonexistence of certain eigenvalues. In
this regard, it is easily verifiable.
The second major contribution of this thesis is in the study
of the reachability of discrete-time linear systems with convex
output constraints. Again, we successfully recovered all existing
results on the problem, including the results of Chapter 2. More-
over, we showed that these results can further be extended. We
discussed the obstacles in front of a complete spectral character-
ization of the reachability.
Thirdly, as an application of the techniques developed in the
preceding chapters, we produced a novel approach to study the
reachability of discrete-time conewise linear systems. We pre-
sented easily verifiable algebraic necessary and sufficient con-
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ditions which are akin to Popov-Belevitch-Hautus test for lin-
ear systems, and are equivalent to having the convex hull of the
reachable set of the discrete-time conewise linear system be the
whole state space.
Lastly, we formulated the left-invertibility concept for contin-
uous-time switched linear systems. This formulation had to be
non-trivial due to the fact that zero initial condition with zero
input results in zero output, regardless of the switching signal.
Therefore, an intuitive attempt of defining left-invertibility as the
property of being able to recover the input and the switching
signal from the output, is doomed to failure. Our formulation re-
covers the switching signal up to an equivalence relation. Hence,
goes around the aforementioned inherent pathology of the sys-
tem. Taking up a geometric approach we provided a characteri-
zation of the formulated left-invertibility. We also discussed the
right-invertibility of the switched linear systems very briefly.
To conclude, in this thesis we successfully employed the tech-
niques of geometric control to solve contemporary and classi-
cal problems of systems and control theory. The geometric tech-
niques we employed not only provided elegant characterizations
for the problems we studied, but we also believe that they form
a powerful framework for the study of many other interesting
problems appearing in the setting of constrained systems. The
strength of this approach stems from the coordinate-free nature
of the tools of geometric control and wide applicability of the
techniques of convex analysis.
This research can be extended in several ways. Null-controlla-
bility and stability of the constrained systems are among the first
problems which can be addressed and studied with a similar ap-
proach. Moreover, there is enough evidence to believe that our
results on the reachability of discrete-time conewise linear sys-
tems can be extended to discrete-time piecewise affine systems
using the same techniques.
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